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Barriers to Reconciliation in Iraq 

The security of Iraq no longer depends on fighting insurgents and defeating extremist 

movements; it requires building national unity and fostering political reconciliation 

between Iraq‘s ethno-sectarian groups.  Peaceful reconciliation of differences is perhaps 

the most important step in achieving long-term security and stability, and eliminating the 

risk of violent civil war.  However, recent events suggest that this process may take 

longer than expected, especially given the sectarian tensions that have escalated leading 

up to the national elections on March 7th.  It now appears that the elections, and the 

formation of a new government, are not likely to resolve the political disputes that led to 

sectarian conflict in 2005 and could produce a resurgence of violence. 

This has many implications for both Iraq and the United States as both countries try to 

transition away from their current relationship in order to establish a strategic agreement 

in which Iraqis take the lead and the United States adopts an advisory and aid effort to 

support the GOI and Iraqi security forces.  A new spike in violence and sectarian conflict 

could affect this transition and slow down the pace of U.S. withdrawal.  If elections do 

not go according to plan then the United States may have to consider keeping troops in 

the country beyond 2011 to help stabilize the situation. 

It is important to keep in mind that the outcome of the elections is not as important as the 

perceptions of the Iraqi people, improvements in security, and the levels of governance 

following the national elections.  March 7th is not a deadline for improvement; it is the 

beginning of a long process in which Iraq must establish a government that is both fair 

and responsive to the needs of its people.  It will take several months to evaluate whether 

or not U.S. and Iraqi efforts in meeting this goal have been successful.   

So far, the events of 2010 do not bode well for a smooth transition out of Iraq.  The 

continued, large-scale bombings, the Accountability and Justice Commission‘s decision 

to ban a large number of Sunni candidates from the election, and most recently, the 

National Dialogue Front‘s decision to withdraw from the elections – and encourage other 

major Sunni parties to withdraw as well – are all major signs of conflict and instability.  

These developments bear striking resemblance to the series of events that led up to the 

2005 elections and subsequent backlash against the newly elected government. 

Several questions about the future of Iraq still remain unanswered: What will Iraqi Arabs 

and Kurds decide for the status of Kirkuk?  What will the long-term relationship between 

Sunnis, Shi‘ites and Kurds look like and how will the government represent them?  How 

will the government divide oil revenues among Iraq‘s different ethno-religious groups?  

Will the government become more centralized or will Kurdistan continue to push for 

greater and greater autonomy?  How will the Shi‘ites incorporate Kurdish and Sunni 

military units into the Iraqi Security Forces? What relationships will Iraq form with 

neighboring countries – particularly Iran – and how will this affect regional politics and 

the balance of power? 
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In the past these issues have led to violence, and if the March elections cause tensions to 

resurface they may lead to conflict at a time when U.S. troops are quickly leaving the 

country.  In following this policy the United States is taking a risk, passing responsibility 

for security to newly elected Iraqi officials before they may be ready to take on the 

challenges that lie ahead of them.  Careful and constant evaluation of changing conditions 

is necessary to ensure that the United States withdraws from Iraq responsibly, leaving 

behind a government that can provide security for its people and govern effectively – not    

a house of cards that will fall apart at the first sign of conflict. 
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1. Arab-Kurdish Tensions: Political Accommodation versus 

the Possibility of Conflict and Dividing the ISF 

Iraqi security now depends even more on building unity than defeating extremists and 

insurgents. The past year has shown that Iraq is still years away from stable political 

accommodation, much less the kind of reconciliation that will allow Iraqis to put ethnic 

and sectarian differences behind them. Iraq‘s politics are still driven by the differences 

between Arab and Kurd and between Sunni and Shi‗ite—differences that nations like Iran 

and Syria continue to exploit, and that inevitably involve Turkey and Iraq‘s southern Gulf 

neighbors.  

These divisions have not moved Iraq back toward civil war, but the tensions between 

Arabs, Kurds, and minorities during 2009 made it clear that ethic rivalries alone threaten 

Iraq‘s unity as well as its security and stability. Any U.S.-Iraqi strategic partnership must 

recognize that Iraq may well need another 5–10 years to reach a level of political 

accommodation where there is little or no risk of major civil conflict or polarizing 

divisions along sectarian and ethnic lines, and that the United States will have to play a 

proactive role throughout this period to help Iraq move forward. 

The Level of Arab-Kurdish Tension 

Many U.S. officials and other experts feel that Iraq‘s political stability presents more of a 

challenge than either the Sunni or Shi‗ite insurgency, and that Arab-Kurdish tensions 

have become the most serious source of potential violence in Iraq. The Sunni insurgent 

pressures that once pushed the Kurds and Arab Shi‗ites together have sharply diminished, 

while Arab-Kurdish tensions have risen over the disputed zones in the north. The result 

has been moments of serious tension between Kurdish and Arab leaders, and between the 

president of the Kurdistan region, Masoud Barzani, and Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki. 

There have been near clashes at the local level, and the Iraqi security forces have seen 

increasing tension and polarization between Kurdish and Arab elements in the Iraqi 

Security Forces. 

Gen. Ray Odierno, commander of U.S. forces in Iraq, noted in testimony to Congress in 

September 2009:
1
 

In Iraq, many of the struggles are about power, land and resources that is reflective in the Arab-Kurd 

and GoI-KRG tensions. The key issues include the pending hydrocarbon law, revenue sharing and 

the disputed internal boundaries (DIBs) including areas in Ninewa and Diyala provinces and Kirkuk. 

We strongly support the United Nations Assistance Mission-Iraq (UNAMI) process promoting 

political dialogue and resolution. 

A report by the Department of Defense in late October 2009 summarized Arab-Kurdish 

tensions as follows:
2
 

                                                 
1
 Gen. Ray Odierno, Testimony to the House Armed Service Committee, September 29, 2009, as circulated 

by OSD (Public Affairs). 
2
 U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress in 

accordance with the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public 

Law 110-252), October 30, 2009, v., 5 
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The operational environment approaching the elections may exert some influence on the pace of 

the U.S. drawdown, both in terms of posturing of forces in support of the elections and the U.S. 

presence after the elections. Of note is the potential for a national referendum on the SA [Security 

Agreement] during the 2010 elections. This referendum stipulated in a 2008 Iraqi law was 

originally scheduled for July 30, 2009. However, this did not take place due to a focus on 

preparations for the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) elections and the absence of clear 

CoR [Council of Representatives] guidelines for organizing the referendum. Whether the SA vote 

will occur in 2010 is indeterminate as is the anticipated results; however, should the SA be voted 

on and fail support, it could force an earlier than anticipated redeployment of U.S. forces. 

The lack of progress in resolving contentious territorial issues in disputed areas continues to be a 

major source of tension between Arabs and Kurds. This is demonstrated in Ninewa where Kurdish 

leaders are reluctant to work with the Governor and his Al-Haadba dominated government. 

Kurdish leaders have maintained their boycott of the provincial council since April 2009 and do 

not recognize the authority of the governor in Kurdish areas, further complicating the situation. 

Additionally, the KRG Parliament recently passed a constitution for the Iraqi Kurdish Region. A 

regional referendum on the proposed constitution was originally scheduled to coincide with 

Kurdish regional elections in late July 2009, but has been postponed indefinitely. 

Though a KRG Constitution is required by Article 120 of the Iraqi National Constitution, the KRG 

document contains a number of provisions in conflict with the Iraqi Constitution, causing a 

growing opposition among both Arabs and Turcoman. Sunni and Shi‗ite Arab parliamentarians 

and political leaders have expressed concern about apparent KRG land claims in the document, 

possible contradictions between the Kurdish and Iraqi National Constitutions, and resulting 

potential damage to Arab-Kurd relations. These tensions have resulted in intense political 

dialogue.  

....The lack of progress in resolving territorial disputes, management of Iraq‘s hydrocarbons sector, 

and the integration of the Kurdish security forces into the ISF continue to be major sources of 

tension between Arabs and Kurds. KRG leaders agreed to not push for a referendum on the new 

KRG constitution on July 25, 2009, which would have been held concurrently with KRG 

parliamentary and presidential elections. Recognizing the provocative nature of the constitution, 

KRG leaders may postpone the referendum until after the Iraqi national elections in early 2010. 

GoI and KRG representatives also continued to meet under the auspices of the United Nations 

Assistance Mission for Iraq‘s (UNAMI) High Level Task Force on disputed internal boundaries 

(DIBs), although the late-July meetings were cancelled over the rhetoric surrounding the KRG 

Constitution and elections. Meetings resumed in late August 2009. … Despite these disputes, the 

KRG agreed to export oil to Turkey through the GoI-owned and operated pipeline on June 1, 

2009, with the central government receiving and managing revenue. 

SIGIR reporting also focused on these tensions and the problems caused by displaced 

persons in the KRG,
3
 

... Security in the Kurdistan Region was stable ...with only sporadic outbreaks of violence reported 

mostly in the lead-up to regional elections. There were four incidents in which two or more people 

died. In neighboring disputed territories, however, the situation remains tense—particularly in 

Ninewa province, where a plan was put forth to invite Kurdish Peshmerga forces to patrol joint 

checkpoints with Iraqi Security Forces (ISF). RRT Erbil reported that KRG government officials 

had urged the establishment of the joint checkpoints. This proposal prompted an outcry from Arab 

provincial officials in Ninewa who opposed allowing the Peshmerga to operate these checkpoints 

with the ISF. 

                                                 
3
 Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR), Quarterly Report to the United States 

Congress, (Public Law 108-106, as amended, and Public Law 95-452), October 30, 2009, 106–107. 
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According to the International Organization for Migration (IOM), the Kurdistan Region hosts 39 

percent of IDP [internally displaced person] families belonging to ethnoreligious minorities, 

including Kurds. Almost half of IOM-assessed IDPs in Dahuk are Christian. Most hail from 

Ninewa and Baghdad, and more than half reported that they would prefer to resettle permanently 

in the province.... Arab Sunnis and Kurds who fled their homes after being targeted for 

ethnosectarian reasons also constitute some of the IDP population in the region. Many IDP 

families are living in tent camps, and 10 percent are female-headed households. 

This situation remained just as serious in early 2010 according to the quarterly reporting 

by report by the Department of Defense – although US analyst made sharp distinctions 

between the situation in the  Kurdish controlled provinces and in the disputed provinces:
4
 

North Iraq/Central Iraq 

The lack of an agreed mechanism for sharing authority and resources in northern Iraq among 

Kurds, Arabs, and other groups, including Turkomen, Christians, and Yezidis, continues to 

exacerbate tensions. AQI and other Sunni insurgent groups seek to exploit this tension. The 

presence of Peshmerga and Kurdish security forces outside the KRG boundaries further 

exacerbates tensions. U.S. force presence in the disputed areas continues to play a key moderating 

role between Peshmerga and GoI forces. MNF-I staff met in Baghdad on August 16, 2009, with 

GoI and KRG leadership to lay preliminary groundwork for an interim security architecture along 

the fault line in the disputed areas.
 5
  

The GoI Ministers of Defense and Interior, and the KRG Minister of Interior and Minister of 

Peshmerga Affairs took part in these preliminary discussions. The group agreed on the primacy of 

protecting the Iraqi people. A subcommittee was established with representatives from the GoI, 

the KRG and U.S. forces to provide a recommendation on the security architecture inside the 

disputed areas, including intelligence sharing, coordination measures, command and control, and 

other appropriate security measures. In November 2009, PM Maliki and KRG President Barzani 

gave their final approval for a joint security architecture. The Minister of Defense and the Minister 

of Peshmerga Affairs will issue orders to establish combined coordination centers and joint 

checkpoints in place prior to national elections. U.S. forces will advise and supervise, complying 

with all measures of the SA.
 6

 

The Kurdish Regional Government Area 

The KRG remains the safest and most stable region of Iraq, although isolated acts of terrorism 

occasionally occur. The relatively homogenous Kurdish population and the presence of the KSF 

mitigate the threat of AQI or other terrorist attacks in the North and reduce ethnic tensions that 

plague other cities in Iraq.
 7
 

                                                 
4
 U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress in 

accordance with the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public 

Law 110-252), December 31, 2009. The date on this report is confusing because the actual pages of the 

report are dated January 29, 2010, and some portions seem to have been updated in early 2010 – long after 

the formal cut off date for data of November 2010. 
5
 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

December 2009, p. 31-32. 
6
 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

December 2009, p. 31-32. 
7
 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

December 2009, p. 32-33. 
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Turkish and Iranian operations against Kurdish terrorist groups along their borders with the KRG 

have not led to significant numbers of refugees, collateral damage, or political fallout, but they 

remain potential flashpoints in the GoI‘s efforts to improve bilateral relations.
 8

 

The results of provincial elections in January 2009 reduced Kurdish influence in the disputed 

areas, including Ninewa, Salah ad Din, and Diyala. In particular, the transfer of power from the 

Kurds to the mostly-Sunni al-Hadba Gathering in Ninewa has been destabilizing. Al-Hadba has 

called for the removal of Peshmerga and Kurdish Assayish security forces from the province, 

which has increased tensions in the area. However, ongoing efforts to establish a joint security 

architecture in the disputed territories appear to have reduced the potential for inadvertent clashes 

between IA and Peshmerga forces.
 9
 

In many disputed areas adjacent to the KRG—Ninewa, Tamim, and to a lesser extent, Diyala—

tensions remained high between the Peshmerga and the ISF. Many of these areas are ethnically 

mixed and resource-rich, and both the KRG and GoI are attempting to assert security primacy in 

the absence of a clear political arrangement. Currently, it appears unlikely the IA or Peshmerga 

will intentionally instigate a military confrontation, preferring to negotiate acceptable results. 

However, as U.S. forces depart and the profile of ISF units, such as the 12
th

 IA division in Tamim, 

rises, opportunities for miscalculation or provocation may rise. Arab-Kurd tensions are 

multifaceted and will remain accentuated by intractable positions surrounding Kurdish autonomy, 

hydrocarbons, DIBs, and Arab efforts to curb Kurdish influence outside of the established Kurdish 

region.
 10

 

UN Efforts to Ease Tensions in the North 

The United States, the United Nations, and others have tried to quietly negotiate a 

settlement to these Arab, Kurdish, and minority disputes. These efforts, however, have 

had limited and mixed results. After more than a year of effort, the United Nations 

reported its suggested options in April 2009. The special UN representative in Iraq, 

Staffan de Mistura, presented the report directly to the Iraqi presidency and Council of 

Representatives and to the Kurdish leadership in the north. 

The UN report identified 15 "disputed areas" along the Kurdish-Arab fault line and 

examined local conditions in detail. These areas included critical portions of Ninewa 

Province and areas around Mosul, a key center of Sunni power and the remaining 

elements of the Al Qaeda insurgency. They also included the oil- and gas-rich areas 

around Kirkuk.  

 

The report did not include proposed solutions for the 15 disputed areas, but analyzed the 

situations there and offered detailed suggestions for confidence-building measures to 

defuse tensions while government officials agree on a settlement. The report did define 

four "options" for Kirkuk, which UN officials said were designed as "points of departure" 

                                                 
8
 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

December 2009, p. 32-33. 
9
 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

December 2009, p. 32-33. 
10

 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

December 2009, p. 32-33. 
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for discussion on the province's political future. These disputed territories are shown in 

Figure III.1 

U.S. reporting on this UN effort was somewhat positive: 

The second and final UNAMI report, including four possible courses of action for the transition of 

Kirkuk, was briefed to key GoI and KRG leaders in mid-April 2009 with copies provided to the 

leaders on April 22, 2009. The key leaders, including Prime Minister Maliki, President Talibani, 

Vice Presidents Hashimi and Mehdi, and KRG President Barzani, were asked to provide 

comments on the UNAMI reports.  

Both sides have expressed some criticism of the UNAMI recommendations but have agreed to use 

the UNAMI report as a starting point for discussions. It is not yet clear that the current political 

environment will allow all sides to compromise or maintain a flexible enough stance to facilitate 

settlement of DIBs.  

The UNAMI DIBs report details the history, demographics, and security status in a way that may 

help determine the administrative status of these territories. It also recommends confidence-

building measures for each district to improve the chance of long-term resolution of this issue. 

UNAMI also recommends that all parties pursue a follow-on political process, which will likely 

require persistent attention and encouragement from both UN and U.S. mediators to ensure 

progress in discussions toward resolution.
11

  

So far, however, the practical impact of the UN approach seems to be that it gave both 

sides a much more precise picture of what divided them without convincing either side 

that there were compromises they could accept or pushing them toward a single, 

workable solution. 

                                                 
11

 Excerpted from DOD, Measuring Security and Stability in Iraq,  August 2009. 
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Figure 1.1: Disputed Territories Claimed by the KRG  

 

 
 

Source: USCENTCOM, September 28, 2009 
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Control of Territory 

The territorial disputes involved cover a substantial part of northern Iraq. As Figure 1.1 

has shown, there is a broad belt of disputed territory along an ill-defined ―ethnic fault 

line‖ that reflects both current ethnic demographics and disputes going back decades—

especially to when Saddam Hussein displaced many Kurds, handing their territory over to 

Arabs and minorities – this policy resulted in part from the legacy of civil conflict during 

the 1960s and 1970s, and from the lack of Kurdish support during the Iran-Iraq War. This 

disputed territory has important pockets of minority populations within each respective 

majority group, and runs west from the Sinjar area on the Syrian border all the way 

across to Khanaqin near the Iranian border to the southeast.  

As Figure 1.2 shows, these disputes have been a source of tension since the liberation of 

Iraq in 2003. Iraqis were originally to resolve the territorial dispute through a national 

referendum, required under Article 140 of the new Iraqi constitution, but politicians have 

delayed this process for several years. The more public dispute over a Kirkuk referendum 

was to be part of a broader plebiscite to decide which areas within the Iraqi governorates 

of Diyala, Kirkuk, Salah ad Din, and Ninawa would become part of the Iraqi Kurdistan 

region.  

Shifts in Power in Disputed Areas 

The Kurds have seen their power and influence erode as tensions have diminished 

between Arab Shi‗ites and Arab Sunnis. The nationwide provincial elections in January 

2009 allowed Sunnis to reassert their political power in some disputed areas and 

generally weakened Kurdish influence in areas of mixed ethnicity. This was particularly 

true in the Ninewa province in the northwest (no vote occurred in Kirkuk). At the same 

time, the elections showed Shi‗ite Arab politicians that Arab nationalism had become a 

powerful issue, and gave them an incentive to seek Sunni support in the 2010 national 

elections. 

The Department of Defense reported on these developments in March 2009: 

The results of provincial elections in January 2009 reduced Kurdish influence in the disputed 

areas, including northern Ninewa, Salah ad Din, and Diyala. The transfer of power from the Kurds 

to the pro-Sunni al-Haadba Gathering in Ninewa, in particular, has increased Sunni representation 

but also contributed to Arab-Kurd tensions. Al-Haadba (the new Sunni governor) may call for the 

removal of Pesh Merga from the province, which would increase tensions further in the area and 

possibly lead to a standoff between IA units and Pesh Merga, similar to what occurred in 

Khanaqin in September 2008.  

 In fact, in many disputed areas adjacent to the KRG in Ninewa, Diyala, and Tamim Provinces, 

tensions have increased between the ISF and the Kurdish Pesh Merga. These areas are ethnically 

mixed and resource-rich, and both the KRG and GoI assert security primacy but have not worked 

out a clear political arrangement. As U.S. forces depart and the profile of ISF units such as the 

12th IA division near Kirkuk increases, opportunities for miscalculation or provocation will be 

numerous. For now, it appears unlikely the IA or Pesh Merga will intentionally instigate a military 

confrontation, preferring to see whether negotiations can manage acceptable results. However, 

continued Coalition involvement is critical to help manage this delicate situation.
12

  

                                                 

 
12

 Excerpted from DOD, Measuring Security and Stability in Iraq,  March 2009. 
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Ethnic and sectarian political alignments remain unstable, as do Iraq‘s coalition politics. 

Many Shi‗ite political leaders still fear Sunnis and neo-Ba‘athists as much or more than 

they want to seek ―Arab‖ support. The debates over the Election Law in November 2009 

showed that Shi‗ite-Kurdish coalitions are still a factor in Iraqi politics. Iraq‘s Council of 

Representatives (CoR) only approved the Elections Law needed to authorize the national 

parliamentary elections on December 6, 2009, after months of negotiations which forced 

a delay in the election. The law had originally passed the CoR on November 8, 2009, but 

Vice President al-Hashimi vetoed it on the grounds that Iraqis living abroad would not be 

sufficiently represented. After several weeks of negotiations, political tensions in the 

north finally helped increase the number of seats in the CoR from 275 to 325, including 8 

seats for minorities (5 for Christians and 1 each for Mandaeans, Shabak, and Yazidis).
13

 

This kind of dispute provides yet another a warning that Iraqi politics can polarize and 

fragment along both ethnic and sectarian lines at the same time while further fragmenting 

within each faction. (These debates will be discussed further in Chapter 8.) They are also 

a warning as to just how difficult it may be over the next half decade for Iraqis to deal 

with the mix of problems they face in the north. 

Ninewa and Mosul 

These disputes exacerbate the complex struggles for control between the Arabs, Kurds, 

and minorities (Christian, Turcoman, Yazdi, and Shahbak) in areas in northwest Iraq— 

especially around Ninewa and Mosul.
14

 The provincial elections in early 2009 led Sunnis 

to vote in large numbers for the first time, dramatically changing the power structures in 

these provinces, especially in Ninewa. 

A Sunni boycott of the January 2005 elections had initially given the Kurds control over 

the territory—a total of 31 out of 41 seats, while Arab Shi‗ites got 5. The Sunni Iraqi 

Islamic Party, a small group that did support the election, won only two seats that year. 

This created a Kurdish-dominated provincial government that had ties to Barzani and the 

KDP and that systematically exploited its power in favor of alignment with the KRG.
15

  

The Kurds used this victory to drive Sunnis out of power and limit the role of the Iraqi 

police. In retaliation many Sunnis turned to Al Qaeda in Iraq and neo-Ba‘athist insurgent 

elements in Ninewa, and especially in Iraq‘s third-largest city, the largely Arab Sunni city 

of Mosul. Things then became worse when the Shi‗ite-dominated central government 

sent in Shi‗ite forces like the Wolf Brigade to deal with this insurgent threat.  

The combination of Kurdish and Shi‗ite abuses sharply increased Arab-Kurdish tensions 

and helped make the Mosul area a key center of Sunni insurgent power. This left a legacy 

that has allowed Al Qaeda in Iraq to maintain a major presence in the area. It also has 

created a direct interaction between Arab-Kurdish tensions and the Sunni insurgent 

threat—one that extends from Ninewa/Mosul into parts of Kirkuk, Diyala, and Salah al-

Din provinces.  

                                                 
13

 SIGIR, Quarterly Report and Semi-Annual Report to the United States Congress, January  (30 July 

2009), p. 135 
14

 International Crisis Group, Iraq‟s New Battlefront, 1–47.  
15
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A massive Sunni vote in the provincial election in January 2009 reversed this balance of 

power in the province. It gave the Sunni al-Hadbaa National List more than 48 percent of 

the vote, the Kurds only 25.5 percent, and the Iraqi Islamic Party 6.7 percent. As a result, 

the Sunni al-Hadbaa National List won a total of 19 out of 37 seats and gained control 

over the provincial government in Ninewa.  

The new Sunni governor, Atheel al-Nujayaf (the leader of al-Hadbaa), then pushed the 

Kurds out of all political positions in the province and attempted to make all of Ninewa 

part of Arab-controlled Iraq.
16

 The Kurds and Pershmerga actively resisted his efforts 

with KRG support, however, and were able to keep effective control of 16 of Ninewa‘s 

30 administrative subdistricts. They also resisted efforts to have the Iraqi army and police 

move into Kurdish controlled areas—at least twice coming close to serious armed clashes 

over the control of key areas like the Mosul dam.  

A SIGIR report in late 2009 summarized the ethnic and sectarian tensions in Ninewa as 

follows – tensions that the next chapter shows have had a serious impact on ISF effort to 

defeat Sunni insurgents:
17

 

Ninewa‘s boundaries are in dispute with Dahuk and Erbil provinces of the Kurdistan Region. The 

province‘s ethnoreligious demographic mix has led to tensions between Arabs and Kurds with a 

significant influence on provincial politics and security. Despite these obstacles, the PRT 

organized a successful first dialogue between Arab and boycotting Kurdish members of the 

Provincial Council (PC). Members of the Kurdish-backed Ninewa Fraternal List (NFL) continued 

their boycott of the PC in response to the lack of a power-sharing agreement with the majority al-

Hadbaa Gathering after the provincial election. 

...the PRT worked with both sides in an effort to get the NFL to end its boycott. In addition, the 

PRT coordinated with U.S. forces to garner political support for a proposal to include the Kurdish 

Peshmerga, the ISF, and U.S. forces in joint patrols of disputed areas of the province. In August, 

Peshmerga forces, which operate in the Kurdistan Region, were poised to man joint patrols with 

the ISF but the central government raised concerns about command and control, delaying 

implementation of the initiative. 

...PRT Ninewa reported that the security situation remained ―kinetic and unpredictable.‖ Most 

security incidents took place in the northeastern section of the province, in territory claimed by 

both Kurds and Arabs. The PRT reported that the unstable political environment had created an 

insecure band of territory that insurgents were able to exploit, carrying out a series of high-profile 

bombings. 

The Department of Defense also noted the continuing seriousness of these tensions in its 

January 2010 report on Iraq, 

In Ninewa, Iraq‘s most volatile province, the Sunni Arab al-Hadba Party won a majority of 

provincial council seats by running on an anti-Kurd platform, worsening Arab-Kurd relations.  

The al-Hadba chosen governor has refused to let the Kurds, who won the second largest number of 

seats, name either the Deputy Governor or provincial council chairperson. This action resulted in 

the Kurds boycotting the provincial council. Some national Arab parties may consider drawing on 

Hadba‘s anti-Kurd approach in trying to attract votes for the 2010 national elections.
 18
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17
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18
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As is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, these splits pose additional dangers because 

Ninewa remained one of the key areas where Al Qaeda in Iraq was still active, along with 

neo-Ba‘athist insurgents. AQI and other groups like the Jaysh Rijal Tariq Al Naqshbandi 

(Army of the Men of Naqshbandi, or JRTN) have since tried to capitalize on the situation 

with new bombings and attacks, but so far have had limited success—in part because of 

strong U.S. efforts to create joint intelligence and warning centers that can prevent and 

limit clashes; a series of checkpoints with U.S., Iraqi, and Kurdish forces; and joint 

patrols in sensitive areas. 

Tameem, Kirkuk, and the Draft KRG Constitution 

The two most critical points of contention between Arabs and Kurds center around (1) 

Kirkuk and the oil fields in Tameem Province and (2) the complex mix of Kurdish, Arab, 

and minority populations in Ninewa. Kirkuk has been a particularly sensitive issue 

because a long-awaited referendum that was supposed to resolve the political 

arrangements in the city has never been held. 

The government initially planned such a referendum on Kirkuk for November 15, 2007, 

but then delayed it until December 31, 2007, and then by a further six months. It delayed 

the referendum again as part a bargain to hold provincial elections on 3 January 31, 2009. 

Currently, there is no date for a referendum and growing uncertainty as to whether it will 

ever be held—except perhaps to cement some kind of political settlement between the 

two sides or one side‘s victory over the other. 

The Kurds reacted to this process by taking unilateral action. The Kurdish regional 

parliament passed a draft constitution on June 22, 2009. As mentioned earlier, the draft 

Kurdish constitution claimed Kirkuk as a geographic part of the Kurdistan Region. It also 

augmented the powers of the Kurdistan Region‘s president and placed a number of 

territories outside the official borders of the KRG inside the Kurdistan region These 

included the following parts of Ninewa: ―the districts of Aqri, Sheikhan, Sinjar, Tel Afar, 

Tel Kayf and Qaraqosh (also known as Hamdaniya), and the sub-districts of Zummar (in 

Tel Afar district), Bashiqa (in Mosul district) and Eski Kalak (in Qaraqosh district).‖
19

  

The draft originally was to be the subject of a referendum in the KRG elections on July 

25, 2009, but Iraq‘s Independent High Electoral Commission (IHEC) postponed the 

referendum, in part for fear that it would provoke serious ethnic conflict. The Kurdish 

constitution remains in draft form, however, and some are calling for a referendum in 

2010. If so, any movement toward ratification could exacerbate tensions in the future. 

At the same time, Arab-Kurdish tensions extended beyond Kirkuk to cover the entire 

province of Tameem. SIGIR reported in late 2009 that:
20

 

Tameem‘s administrative status remains in dispute because the territory is claimed by both the 

GOI and KRG. Iraqi and international efforts to find a solution have thus far been unsuccessful. 

Article 140 of the Iraqi Constitution provides a path for a resolution beginning with a national 

census and a nationwide referendum, but to date, no census is scheduled. Because of the dispute, 

                                                 
19

 International Crisis Group, Iraq‟s New Battlefront: The Struggle over Ninewa, Middle East Report No. 

90, September 28, 2009, 16.  
20

 SIGIR, Quarterly Report to Congress, January 30, 2010, p. 65. 
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Tameem residents did not vote in either the provincial elections held last January or in the 

Kurdistan Region‘s elections held this quarter. The Special Envoy of the U.S. Ambassador for 

Northern Regions relocated to Tameem this quarter to focus on finding a resolution to the 

territorial dispute. 

PRT Tameem reported that the province‘s unresolved issues hindered progress in governance and 

the investment climate. The security environment remained poor in Tameem province, with 

continued bombings and murders concentrated around the provincial capital, Kirkuk. At least 17 

incidents resulted in the deaths of two or more people. Police were gunned down by assailants in 

Kirkuk and a roadside bomb killed a police chief in the neighboring town of Amirli. Gunmen 

kidnapped a former hospital administrator. The PRT also reported a growing sense of fatigue 

among PC members to address the province‘s political situation. 

A U.S. expert working in Tameem provided the more detailed analysis of these problems 

shown below and proposals for resolving them—a ―snapshot‖ analysis of the situation in 

late 2009 that indicates why maintaining local expertise may be critical to helping Iraq 

achieve the necessary level of security and stability:  

Disputed status of Kirkuk and the KRG boundary  

Problem: The Iraq constitution, passed in 2005, recognizes the Kurdish Regional Government's 

authority as the official government of areas that were held by Kurds on March 19, 2003 (to 

include Dohuk, Erbil, and Sulaymaniyah). The status of Kirkuk Province, which includes Kirkuk 

City, is not defined and should be resolved through the resolution of Article 23 (which involves 

elections in Kirkuk) and Article 140 (which states that all contested regions in Iraq have the right 

to determine who governs them locally). 

Risks in 2010: Iraqis can‘t solve this on their own. Kirkuk stagnates (forward progress is hindered 

by lack of external investment and internal posturing) 

 “Way Ahead”: Move Kirkuk to ―Special Status‖ (2 viable options—‖dual nexus‖ and ―special 

status‖: dual nexus = guarantees/protections/checks from both GOI/KRG; special status = distinct 

administrative territory) 

 (Perceived) Lack of legitimate, representative government/governance 

Problem: There is a perception among Arab and Turkmen communities that the local government, 

which is largely Kurdish, is not representative of their interests in Kirkuk. 

Risks in 2010: Loss of situational understanding (associated with ―Responsible Drawdown of 

Forces‖) creates (further) misperceptions 

 ―Way Ahead”: Retain the Kirkuk PRT through (at least) 2012 

Security forces, disputed forces, disputed legitimacy, disputed control, insufficiently 

representative 

Problem: The 12th IA division has been directed by the MOD to ―secure the Kirkuk province‖. 

The 10th Pesh Merga brigade has been directed by the Minister of Pesh Merga affairs to ―protect 

the northern part of Kirkuk‖. 

Risks in 2010: Security initiatives are politicized (and used to subvert existing political processes). 

IA subordinate IP activities (no IP primacy) 

 “Way Ahead”: Combined security forces in areas of mutual concern (formerly DIBs) Clear 

(mandated) authorities for IA and IP (IA = terrorist activities, IP = criminal activities; IA = 

external threats, IP = internal threats) 

Insurgents 

Problem: Kirkuk consists of coalescing violent extremist groups that include JRTN, AQI/ISI, and 

AAS 
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Risks in 2010: JRTN ascendancy. Insurgents coalesce (logistics, operations) = resurgence 

 “Way Ahead”: Embedded transition teams (continued training). Rule of law initiatives 

Tensions between the Prime Minister and the KRG 

Problem: Both the GOI and KRG have similar goals in Kirkuk—to preserve their state (or, 

region), protect national or popular interests, and to preserve gains made since 2003. These 

strategic and tactical objectives combine (or, separate) in Kirkuk, which works geographically (to, 

and from, Baghdad) and politically (to, and from, Baghdad, Kirkuk, and locally). 

Risks in 2010: Kurdish pragmatism remains clouded by emotion about Kirkuk. Prolonged process 

may further polarize communities. Iraqis can‘t solve this on their own 

 “Way Ahead”: Move Kirkuk to ―Special Status‖ (above) 

Oil – Control, Protection, and Exploitation 

Problem: The oil industry remains central to any discussion of Iraq‘s economy. The volume of oil 

production and exports continues to increase; however, the fluctuation of the price of oil creates 

unpredictable GOI budget levels. Oil revenue is vital to the well being (or, survival—depending 

on your perspective) of the GOI and KRG, and there is great potential for further oil production at 

other sites.  

Risks in 2010: Status of Kirkuk is not defined, which further delays foreign investment in the area. 

Politicized security initiative(s) subverts the existing political process to leverage oil resources to 

the advantage of one community (Kurds, Arabs)  

 “Way Ahead”: Persistent engagement that enables constant communication of a consistent 

message that profit sharing, in a representative manner, is preferable to violence because violence 

may risk the rewards that oil revenues provide. 

Land and Property Disputes 

Problem: There are approximately 40,000 property disputes in the Kirkuk province, a result of 

generations of conflict, Arabization during Saddam Hussein‘s regime, and post-Saddam Hussein 

activities. The average time to resolve a single property dispute by the Iraq Committee for the 

Resolution of Real Property Disputes is 12 months. Most land and property disputes are tied to the 

larger issue of the resolution of Article 23 and 140. 

Risks in 2010: A maturing political process creates a perception that one community may be 

advantaged over another, which may create personal disputes (as people realize that they will not 

get what they had hoped for) that may spiral into wider violence. 

 “Way Ahead”: Maintain transparency in the political process. Retain PRT presence in Kirkuk 

through (at least) 2012. Constantly engage all communities in Kirkuk with the message that the 

best way to solve this problem is politically (tied to Article 23, 140—or ―special status‖) 

Unemployment 

Problem: Unemployment and underemployment continue to challenge Iraq‘s progress. Iraq‘s 

Central Statistical Organization estimates that unemployment and underemployment remains at 

17.6 percent (about 1.4 million people) and 38.1 percent (2.3 million people). Estimates are that 

unemployment may be as high as 18-20 percent in Kirkuk. Unemployment tends to be higher 

among the young, residents of urban areas, unskilled persons, and women. Iraqi women are 80 

percent less likely to be in the labor force than Iraqi men.  

Risks in 2010: 8,801 SOI are scheduled to transition in 2010. The job market is not capable of 

absorbing 8,801 people (there are not enough jobs). 

 “Way Ahead”: Ensure that SOI receive a line item as part of Iraq‘s 2010 budget and retain them 

until conditions allow for a transfer to security forces or (stable) government jobs. ―Special Status‖ 
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(encourages external investment, which creates jobs). Invest in educational and vocational 

education opportunities (local) 

Drought 

Problem: Kirkuk is in the midst of one of the most serious droughts in 50 years (longest, with the 

lowest water levels). Water delivery systems are in disrepair. Arabs blame the Kurds for stealing 

water, which the Kurds resent.  

Risks in 2010: Agricultural initiatives are at risk due to poor water delivery systems. Increased 

perceptions among Arab communities that Kurds are stealing water  

 “Way Ahead”: Invest in water delivery system repair and maintenance initiatives. Implement 

water conservation and education plans. Conduct aquifer and well assessments. Improve irrigation 

efficiency across Kirkuk 
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Figure 1.2: The Political Issues Between the GOI and KRG: A Historical Perspective  

 
Based on International Crisis Group, ―Iraq and the Kurds: Trouble Along the Trigger Line,‖ Middle East Report No. 88, 7/8/2009, pp. 

i, ii, 2–5, 7–13, 15–21, 25, 27–28, 30–31; EconomistIntelligence Unit, Country Report: Iraq, 10/2009, pp. 1, 2, 4, 5; Association of the 

United States Army‘s Institute of Land Warfare, Defense Report, ―The Kurdish Question,‖ 9/2009, p. 3; Congressional Research 
Service, ―The Kurds in Post-Saddam Iraq,‖ 3/14/2005, pp. 1–4, 6, and ―Iraq: Reconciliation and Benchmarks,‖ 8/4/2008, Table 2; 

International Crisis Group, ―To Protect or To Project? Iraqi Kurds and Their Future,‖ 6/4/2008, pp. 2–3; GOI, Iraqi Constitution, 

Articles 23, 140, 141; KRG, ―Fifth Erbil International Trade Fair Opens 12 October,‖ 10/7/2009, www.krg.org, accessed 11/5/2009; 
KRG, ―President Barzani‘s Speech on Formation of New Cabinet,‖ 10/31/2009, www.krg.org, accessed 11/4/2009; DoS, Iraq Status 

Reports, 7/1/2009, slide 4, and 7/8/2009, slide 4, and 7/29/2009, slides 4-5, and 11/4/2009, slide 8, and 11/18/2009, slide 6; 

Transitional Administrative Law, 3/8/2004, www.cpairaq. org/government/TAL.html, accessed 11/23/2009; MEES, Weekly Report, 
Vol. LII No 47, 11/23/2009, pp. 1–2; Office of the Director of National Intelligence, ―Annual Threat Assessment of the Intelligence 

Community,‖ 2/12/2009, p. 15; OSD, response to SIGIR data call, 1/14/2010; DoD, Measuring Security and Stability in Iraq, 

11/4/2009, pp. 4, 5, 30. 

Source: SIGIR, Quarterly Report and Semi-Annual Report to the United States Congress (December 31, 2009), p. 67. 

http://www.cpairaq/
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Delays in the Referendum (Article 140) 

Debates over holding a referendum on the disputed territories continue to be a festering 

wound. The Department of Defense reported in August 2009 that,
 
 

[t]here has been little progress on implementation of Article 140 of the Iraqi Constitution, which 

calls for normalization, a census, and a referendum on the status of disputed internal boundaries 

(DIB) in northern Iraq. Many stakeholders objected to UNAMI‘s first report, released in June 

2008, which provided recommendations for four of the DIBs.  

…The CoR Article 23 Committee was established in September 2008 by the Provincial Elections 

Law and given a deadline of March 31, 2009, to produce power-sharing solutions and 

recommendations for holding elections in Kirkuk. However, the Committee did not begin its work 

in Kirkuk until March 8, 2009. In addition to the late start, the CoR Article 23 Committee initially 

encountered resistance from a locally established Article 23 Committee, but both committees have 

worked through their initial friction and have begun to coordinate efforts. However, the committee 

missed its extended May 31, 2009, deadline to complete its recommendations.
21

 

In spite of recurrent political statements of disputes, the situation remained virtually the 

same in early 2010. If anything, it was clear that the US and UN felt holding a 

referendum was more likely to explode into violence than produce political 

accommodation. 

Disputed internal boundaries (DIBs) remain one of Iraq‘s more challenging issues. Although PM 

Maliki has constitutional authority to move forces as he sees fit, ordering additional Iraqi Army 

(IA) deployments into disputed areas or repositioning forces without prior consultation with 

Kurdish authorities risks Arab-Kurd clashes that would pose a major threat to Iraqi stability...  

 

Political solutions on DIBs are still forthcoming. Public rhetoric from both GoI and KRG leaders 

remains occasionally heated, although both sides have committed to the UNAMI-brokered High 

Level Task Force (HLTF) to discuss DIBs issues. The HLTF stemmed from UNAMI‘s DIBs 

reports released in May 2009 and is comprised of representatives from both the KRG and GoI to 

review each report and to develop and implement confidence building measures. The United 

States strongly supports the UNAMI process and is considering a parallel track looking at the 

disputed province of Kirkuk.
 22

 

Delays in the Census  

Arab-Kurdish tensions have also helped delay a long-needed Iraqi census—although 

Sunni-Shi‗ite and minority tensions have also been an issue. The Iraqi central 

government announced in August 2009 that it would not hold the census in October 2009 

as planned. This meant delaying it—possibly until mid-2010, several months after the 

national elections in March, but possibly much later or even deferring it indefinitely.  

Demographics are an explosive issue in Iraq, in part due to Kurdish efforts to expand the 

boundaries of their largely autonomous northern enclave to include Kirkuk and other 

disputed areas. Some ethnic groups in areas like Kirkuk, the contested oil-producing 

region that is home to Arabs, Turkmen, and Kurds, have opposed the census because they 

feel it might reveal demographic data that undermine their political ambitions. 

                                                 
21
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These delays in holding a census make it difficult to assess the merits of competing 

ethnic and sectarian claims. At the same time, it makes sense for the Iraqi government to 

delay the census, as it may trigger violence and further delay the national elections.  

However, delaying the referendum has met much criticism from the Kurdish government, 

which claims that the referendum on Kirkuk—called for under Article 140 of the Iraqi 

constitution—is long overdue The Barzani faction has been vehement in calling for such 

a vote. Many experts feel, however, that a vote could trigger at least local civil conflict by 

dividing northern Iraq into sections where the minority would not accept the result. 

The Role of the Pershmerga 

Additional Arab-Kurdish tensions have arisen over the future and funding of the Kurdish 

forces or Pershmerga. Kurds and some MNF-I experts feel that Prime Minister Maliki or 

his advisers have blocked efforts to use the national budget to fund the Pershmerga and to 

create two Kurdish divisions within the Iraqi National Army.  

There is broader agreement among MNF-I experts that Maliki or his office has acted on 

occasions to tacitly or actively purge Kurdish officers from sensitive intelligence and 

command positions as part of a broader effort to exercise control over promotions and 

ability to appoint acting commanders to create forces that are more loyal to Maliki and 

his government. This is a source of tension not only with the Kurds but also with the 

Council of the Republic, other Shi‗ite factions, Sunni Arabs, and former Ba‘athists.  

The Petroleum Sector 

Economics plays a critical role in both exacerbating and easing Arab-Kurdish minority 

tensions, as it does in every aspect of Iraqi tension and efforts to reach political 

accommodation. The petroleum sector dominates the Iraqi economy, accounting for more 

than 90 percent of foreign exchange earnings, 84 percent of the value of all exports, 86 

percent of government revenues, and more than 75 percent of the GDP.
23

 

Iraq is only beginning to attract the foreign investment it needs and to create a sound 

legal base for economic development that will help ease tensions and resolve key issues 

like the Kurdish and Arab disputes over petroleum resources. The Department of Defense 

reported in late 2009 the following:
 24

  

On July 28,2009, the CoM passed and sent draft legislation to the CoR that would re-establish the 

Iraqi National Oil Company (INOC). One of the four key pieces of pending oil sector reform laws, 

the INOC legislation would begin to reform Iraq‘s ability to manage its oil sector, reducing 

political interference and strengthening technical oversight of exploration, development, and 

production. Negotiations between the GoI and the KRG are stalled, though there have been some 

positive developments, such as the agreement allowing the KRG to export oil to Turkey from two 

fields with the central government collecting revenue. Still, fundamental differences remain 

[between] federal and regional authorities [over] contracting and management of the oil and gas 

sector. In the absence of new hydrocarbons legislation, both the KRG and the GoI have separately 
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pursued development contracts with international oil companies; the GoI continues to maintain 

that contracts signed by the KRG are illegal, and vice versa.  

Petroleum resources are critical both because they are the only way any given faction in 

Iraq can earn substantial income and because they are the only way to rapidly increase 

that income. As Figure 1.3 shows, decades of war and internal tension have pushed Iraq 

from the income levels of a near-developed state to one that now ranks 161st in the 

world—far below most of its Gulf neighbors—with massive unemployment and 

underemployment (at least 18 percent direct unemployment). 

This situation is made worse by the fact that Iraq‘s population of 29.9 million has a 

relatively large proportion of people under 30 years of age – a sub-population that is 

steadily growing at more than 2.5 percent per year. Iraq also has an extreme imbalance in 

income distribution.  Nearly 40 percent of the population (38.8 percent) is now 14 years 

of age or younger and 313,500 men and 304,900 women become old enough to enter the 

labor force each year.
25

 Control of petroleum resources and the flow of government 

revenues have a substantial impact on this portion of the population that is largely 

unemployed and prone to joining insurgent networks. Water, control of land, and industry 

are important, but have less immediate impact. 
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Figure 1.3: Why Iraq Is Not an Oil-rich Nation: Comparative GDP per Capita ($US)  

 

Country  Global Ranking   GDP Per Capita (PPP) (CY 2008) 

Qatar 3 $110,700 

Kuwait 6 57,400 

United States 10 46,900 

UAE 21 39,900 

Bahrain 28 37,300 

UK 32 36,500 

Israel 49 28,300 

Saudi Arabia 59 20,500 

Oman 60 20,200 

Libya 79 14,400 

Iran 87 12,800 

Turkey 92 11,900 

Lebanon 98 11,100 

World 101 10,400 

Algeria 126 6,900 

Egypt 135 5,400 

Jordan 139 5,100 

Syria 142 5,000I 

Iraq 161 3,700 

Gaza Strip 165 2,900  

West Bank 167 2,900 
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Sources: CIA, World Factbook, on-line edition, accessed September 2009. Data vary by year; primary source year is 

CY2008. U.S. Department of State Iraq Office, Iraq‟s Economy (March 2009 
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Control over the petroleum resources in the Kurdish zone and over the oil and gas fields 

in disputed territories like Kirkuk is an especially contentious issue; as is the sharing of 

national oil expert revenues (Kurds now get 17 percent although they probably have only 

13 percent–15 percent of the population) as well as the KRG‘s ability to export oil 

through the national network of petroleum pipelines.
 
 

An estimated 20 percent of Iraq‘s total oil reserves are in the northern Iraq, near Kirkuk, 

Mosul, and Khanaqin. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA),  

The Ministry of Oil has central control over oil and gas production and development in all but the 

Kurdish territory through its three operating entities, the North Oil Company (NOC), the South Oil 

Company (SOC), and the Missan Oil Company (MOC), which was split off from the South Oil 

Company in 2008. According to the NOC‘s website, their concession and jurisdiction extends 

from the Turkish borders in the north to 32.5 degrees latitude (about 100 miles south of Baghdad), 

and from Iranian borders in the east to Syrian and Jordanian borders in the west. The company‘s 

geographical operation area spans the following governorates: Tamim (Kirkuk), Nineveh, Irbil, 

Baghdad, Diyala, and part of Babil to Hilla and Wasit to Kut. The remainder falls under the 

jurisdiction of the SOC and MOC, and though smaller in geographical size, includes the majority 

of proven reserves. MOC's oil fields hold an estimated 30 billion barrels of reserves. They include 

Amara, Halfaya, Huwaiza, Noor, Rifaee, Dijaila, Kumait, and East Rafidain.
26

 

These disputes involve not only Iraq‘s northern oil fields, but much of its gas reserves—

which are centered around the Kirkuk fields, particularly the non-associated gas that is 

easiest to export. They also involve use of Iraq‘s existing pipeline network. As Figure 

1.4 shows, most exports now go through pipelines to the south and terminals in the Gulf. 

The pipeline that extends to a port in the Mediterranean through Turkey goes through 

Ninewa in the north, bypassing the Kurdish region and making the Kurds dependent on 

the national system for efficient exports. 

The KRG has also issued a number of contracts for fields inside the KRG area and is now 

exporting oil from these fields. The Iraqi central government has strongly resisted such 

efforts, as have virtually all Iraqi Arabs. The government also disputes Kurdish control 

over petroleum even within the Kurdish zone.
27

 

The EIA reported that
 
 

The Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), the official ruling body of a federated region in 

northern Iraq that is predominantly Kurdish, passed its own hydrocarbons law in 2007. Despite the 

lack of a national Iraqi law governing investment in hydrocarbons, KRG has signed oil production 

sharing, development, and exploration contracts with several foreign firms. In addition, more than 

a dozen contracts signed by the central government with international companies during Saddam 

Hussein‘s regime are being renegotiated or may come under review when Iraq‘s oil law and 

investment framework is in place. In the interim, the Iraqi Ministry of Oil has approved a request 

from the KRG to send 60,000 bbl/d of crude oil from the Tawke and Taq fields in the Kurdish 

region to the northern Iraq export pipeline, effective June 2009. KRG Natural Resources Minister 

Ashti Hawrami expects Kurdish production to reach 250,000 bbl/d by early 2010.
28

 

Reports of major new discoveries of oil resources in the Kurdish area in 2009 have 

sharpened these controversies and ongoing disputes over how to distribute revenues from 
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exports in the Kurdish region that began to flow through the Iraqi national pipeline 

system in 2009. For example, Heritage Oil claims to have found nearly 2 billion barrels 

of oil at the Miran West One field in the Kurdistan region of northern Iraq, and the 

companies operating in the region continue to drill new wells.
29

 

                                                 

29 Jad Mouawad, ―Oil Industry Sets a Brisk Pace of New Discoveries,‖ New York Times, September 23, 

2009,  http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/m/jad_mouawad/index.html?inline= 

nyt-per.  
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Figure 1.4. Iraqi Petroleum Fields and Facilities by Governorate 
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 Positive Trends: Joint Security  

There have been positive trends as well as negative ones. The U.S. presence in the north 

has been strong enough to help block at least two potential clashes between Iraqi security 

forces and the Pershmerga. More broadly, Prime Minister Maliki acknowledged the 

urgency of the situation in August 2009 and visited President Barzani in an effort to open 

a dialog to try to settle these differences. Although the visit scarcely put an end to 

tensions between the two leaders, it did move negotiations forward:
30

 

On August 16, 2009, MNF-I met with GoI and KRG leadership to lay preliminary groundwork for 

an interim security architecture along the fault line in the disputed areas. The GoI Ministers of 

Defense and Interior, the KRG Minister of Interior, and the Commander of the Peshmerga took 

part in the preliminary discussions. First and foremost, the group agreed on the primacy of 

protecting the Iraqi people. Additionally, a subcommittee on this security issue has been 

established with representatives from the GoI, the KRG, and U.S. forces. The members will 

provide recommendations on the security architecture inside the disputed areas, including 

intelligence sharing, coordination measures, command and control, and other appropriate security 

measures. This architecture will be consistent and in compliance with all measures of the SA and 

will not affect U.S. forces‘ responsible drawdown in Iraq. 

MNF-I has since worked with the Ministry of Interior, the Kurdish Ministry of Interior, 

the Ministry of Defense, and the Pershmerga to develop a joint security agreement that 

will protect people in disputed areas like Kirkuk and reduce tensions between the Iraqi 

Army and Kurdish forces. This joint security command and control element for the 

disputed internal boundaries works in conjunction with the existing Provincial Operations 

Centers. As a result, three Combined Coordination Centers have been set up in Ninewa, 

Tameem, and Diyala, and smaller centers where appropriate. These centers have elements 

from the provincial government, KRG, Iraqi Army, Iraqi police, Oil Police, and 

Pershmerga; and the United States plays an advisory role. There also are 15 combined 

checkpoints near sensitive areas. 

These developments came with the support of the request by both Prime Minister Maliki 

and President Barzani, and both sides agreed that the arrangement helped calm tensions 

as the UN continued to explore ways to reach some form of long-term political 

accommodation. Moreover, there are plans to conduct joint patrols along the disputed 

KRG-Iraq border area that would involve U.S., Iraqi government, and Kurdish 

Pershmerga forces. These patrols had not started as of December 2009 and were 

controversial for a number of reasons, largely because some felt they would legitimize 

the operation of Pershmerga units outside of the KRG. U.S. experts felt, however, that 

they would still go forward after the Iraqi national elections and a new Iraqi government 

would act on such plans. If such joint patrols do go forward, they might set a precedent 

that could ease the integration of the Pershmerga into the Iraqi Army and other elements 

of the ISF. 
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 Positive Trends: The Kurdish Provincial Elections  

The Kurdish provincial elections on July 25, 2009, had additional positive effects. Many 

political campaigns focused on practical issues like the effectiveness and corruption of 

the Kurdish government, and not on Arab-Kurdish tensions—in spite of the fact that 

public opinion polls showed that the majority of ordinary Kurds favor independence. 

According to the SIGIR October 2009 quarterly report,
 31

 

On July 25, 2009, voters in the semi-autonomous Kurdistan Region (Erbil, Dahuk, and 

Sulaymaniyah provinces) elected a new president and parliament. The elections were the second 

ever held in the Kurdistan Region. Turnout was high: about 78 percent of the 2.5 million eligible 

voters cast ballots at more than 5,400 polling stations. All 111 seats in the Iraqi Kurdistan 

Parliament were at stake. Approximately 350 foreign election monitors and more than 7,000 local 

observers oversaw the elections. 

In the presidential elections, the status quo prevailed as voters elected incumbent president 

Masoud Barzani of the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) to another term in office. Barzani 

garnered about 70 percent of the vote against four other candidates. Opposition parties fared better 

in the parliamentary elections, dramatically reducing the size of the ruling KDP-Patriotic Union of 

Kurdistan (PUK) coalition‘s majority. The Kurdistani List—the formal name for the KDP-PUK 

alliance—captured 57 percent of the vote and 59 seats, down from 100 seats. The Change List 

party, led by a former high-ranking PUK official, won 24 percent of the vote and 25 parliamentary 

seats. Another opposition grouping, the Reform and Services List, won 12 percent of the vote and 

13 seats. Under the Kurdistan Region‘s constitution, the remaining 11 seats were allocated among 

ethnic and religious minorities—6 for Christians and 5 for Turcoman. 

...On September 16, 2009, the Kurdistan Parliament chose the PUK‘s Barham Saleh as the KRG‘s 

new prime minister. Saleh, the former GOI Deputy Prime Minister, won the support of 73 

parliamentarians. In early October, Saleh began forming a new Kurdish government. 

The new Gorran (Change) party did surprisingly well, garnering 26 seats.
32

 Together with 

a number of smaller parties that ran during the election, Gorran may be able to break up 

some of the corruption and inefficiency that has affected KDP and PUK activity in the 

Kurdistan regional government in previous years, but there is little indication it will 

increase tensions in the north. Gorran does plan to run separately from the KDP-PUK 

alliance in the national elections in 2010, but not in ways that call for independence or 

seem likely to fragment the Kurdish political structure to the point it cannot reach 

agreements with the new government in Baghdad.  

All three of the Kurdish parties have agreed to vote as one bloc in the national legislature, 

giving them what is likely to be the single largest bloc in the parliament.
33

 This will allow 

the Kurds to play a major role in the formation of a governing coalition, making them 

strong enough to push for autonomy without giving them the kind of political strength 

that could paralyze the new government. 
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The Role the United States Can Play 

The United States cannot succeed in Iraq by treating it as if it has already achieved 

political accommodation and stability, or as if establishing a ―normal‖ embassy would be 

adequate in giving Iraq the help it needs. The Arab-Kurdish tensions in Ninewa and 

Kirkuk and throughout the disputed areas form a potentially explosive situation that is 

going to require a strong and continuing diplomatic effort by the United States, the 

United Nations, and other interested parties.  

It is important to note that there are several things the United States should not do: 

1. The United States should not give the Kurds any indication that it will support their 

independence, that it has any interest in U.S. bases or military facilities in the Kurdish area, or will 

ever again provide the kind of security presence and aid in the Kurdish zone that it did during 

1992—2003. A land-locked ―Kurdistan‖ may be a humanitarian concern but it is a strategic 

liability and not a strategic asset.  

2. The United States should not send any signals that humanitarian concerns are unimportant and 

it should assure all Iraqis that it will provide aid and support to the country regardless of what 

happens to the Kurds. The United States should not take sides, even by default. Its goal should be 

patient and consistent efforts to find the right territorial and economic balance to preserve the 

rights of all the Iraqis in the north, to give the Kurds a reasonable degree of autonomy, and to 

preserve Iraqi national unity. This may be too much of a ―rational bargain‖ to succeed in the 

Middle East, but all of the alternatives are much worse.  

At the same time, it is clear from the preceding analysis that there are areas where the 

United States should make continuing efforts both to aid Iraq and to lay the groundwork 

for an enduring strategic partnership: 

 Arab-Kurdish tensions must be the central focus of both diplomatic and military attention, and the 

United States must do everything it can to keep the ISF from becoming polarized along Arab-Kurd 

lines—just as it must act to limit divisions between Sunni and Shi‗ite. The plan to create largely 

Kurdish 15th and 16th Divisions may now be financially and politically impossible, but some 

form of this option still seems highly desirable. Having largely Kurdish forces within the Iraqi 

Army still seems a good way to integrate a Pershmerga that now totals nearly 190,000 men into a 

smaller force that is both national and offers the Kurds some degree of security. The United States 

might also consider making it clear that the level of U.S. military aid and assistance will vary with 

the degree to which Kurdish officers are integrated into all of the elements of the ISF, including 

senior command positions.  

 

 U.S. military advisory teams—and arms transfers, military assistance, and financial aid—may be 

able to provide powerful tools for preventing the ethnic and sectarian polarization of the ISF and 

for making it both a national and professional entity. It may be tempting to downsize this effort 

too quickly, to eliminate or reduce aid too much, or to focus on securing withdrawal. But the 

United States must resist this temptation. It should seek to maintain as strong a military aid effort 

as possible through 2011, and to institutionalize such an effort in 2012 and beyond. It is clear in 

talking to members of the ISF that most senior Iraqi officers want this type of aid and recognize 

that it is needed. It is also clear that Iraqi officers do see the need for a national, rather than 

polarized, ISF and that working with them can be a powerful force in developing Iraqi unity. 

In practice, Kurdish-Arab tensions are so serious that the United States should continue to 

support joint security efforts even as U.S. forces steadily decline through December 31, 

2011. While Iraqi politics and sensitivities must be considered, the United States should 

work with both sides to keep U.S. military officers active in joint checkpoints and patrols 

and in working with both Arab and Kurdish soldiers to oversee efforts that increase 
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communication, coordination, and cooperation between the two parties. If both sides 

consent, the United States should continue to provide on-the-scene security advisers and 

work directly with each side to provide rapid response to any incidents, seek 

compromises that could lead to longer-term solutions, and offer incentives in terms of 

aid. If not, the United States should consider whether such a role can be performed by the 

United Nations or with international peacekeeping support.  

After 2011, the U.S. military advisory effort should work with the Arab and Kurdish 

elements of the ISF and with the Pershmerga to do everything possible to minimize 

clashes that could escalate far beyond the intent of either side. It also should find ways to 

help both sides integrate the Pershmerga into the ISF. Such efforts may be working out 

compromises to give the Pershmerga a degree of autonomy while integrating them into 

the Iraqi security forces, and in assisting the Iraqi police directly in becoming a local 

security force that could support political accommodation. 

More generally, the United States should make sustained diplomatic efforts to persuade 

the Kurds to be realistic, to look beyond history and geography and to accept the fact that 

their position has changed since the period after 2003 when the Arab side was much 

weaker. The Kurds need to accept practical compromises and do so as quickly as 

possible, before a new legacy of tension and anger makes such compromise steadily more 

difficult.  

The United States should make similar diplomatic efforts to persuade Iraqi Arabs. They 

will need a similar U.S. effort to persuade them to focus on achieving national unity, 

rather than on exploiting the Kurdish issue to score domestic political points in their own 

internal power struggles or focusing on Arab identity at the cost of political 

accommodation. The United States needs to work with the United Nations and other 

countries to convince Iraq‘s Arabs that the Kurds have legitimate reason to seek some 

degree of autonomy, to focus on the protections offered by the constitution, and to 

want Iraqi Security Forces to be structured in a way that gives the Kurds some guarantee 

of security and ensures that Kurdish officers have a fair share of command.  

Both sides will need to be reminded that that their tensions cannot be separated from the 

need to complete the defeat of Al Qaeda and to limit the rise of Neo-Ba‗athists to 

political roles—rather than empower Neo-Ba‗athist insurgents. 

One key tool in supporting such efforts would be to establish a U.S. consulate in the 

Kurdish zone, and U.S. aid teams in the Arab north, that could assume many of the roles 

previously played by PRTs. Specialists within such a consulate and aid teams could also 

assist the ISF and Iraqi government in counterinsurgency and counterterrorism activities 

tailored to a region that remains the center of Sunni neo-Ba‗athist and jihadist threats. 

Working out such arrangements must consider Iraqi sensitivities, and will require careful 

and continuing dialogue with the Iraqi central government to assure it that the United 

States is supporting its goals and not challenging its sovereignty. Establishing such 

consulates and aid teams will also present security problems, particularly in the Arab 

north, but U.S. diplomatic action in Iraq must become risk-oriented to succeed.  
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Lastly, the United States should continue to work with Iraqi leaders and members of the 

parliament to reach a more lasting agreement on Kirkuk along the lines outlined earlier in 

this chapter. Kirkuk is a key flashpoint and must be treated as such. 
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2. The Sunni Insurgency and Sunni Politics 

Sunni Jihadists and neo-Ba‘athist insurgents remain another serious threat to Iraqi 

security and stability. They are actively seeking to use terrorism and large scale bombings 

of Shi‘ites and Kurds to provoke another round of civil conflict and reprisals. 

Nevertheless, it currently seems more likely that the vast majority of Sunnis will seek to 

play a peaceful role in Iraqi politics, rather than return to serious sectarian violence. 

The insurgent threat, however, is only part of the problem. Sunni politics remain 

fragmented and weak, and are inevitably impacted by the economic problems and 

demographic pressures described in later chapters. The lack of a cohesive Sunni political 

structure, Sunni anger at the loss of control over Iraq and perceived discrimination by 

Shi‘ite and Kurdish political leaders, Shi‘ite hostility against neo-Ba‘athist and Sunni 

political competition, and Kurdish tensions with largely Sunni Arab populations in the 

north will all be sources of serious internal tensions long after the scheduled withdrawal 

of US forces by December 31, 2011. 

Once again, the US must be proactive in helping Iraq deal with these partners for at least 

half a decade in the future. A failure to do so again risks turning a key strategic 

partnership into a major strategic defeat. 

The Broader Range of Sunni-Shi’ite Tensions and Intra-Sunni 

Power Struggles 

Sunnis play a steadily growing role in Iraq‘s politics, and the provincial elections in 

January 2009 showed that they could achieve a significant degree of political power 

through the ballot box. Polls and votes show that most Arab Sunnis and Shi‘ites want an 

end to sectarian violence, and favor a unified nation with a strong central government.   

Forced migration has also reduced the level of confrontation in mixed areas, although 

Sunnis make up the majority of the displaced persons inside and outside Iraq. This is a 

critical issue not only because UN High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR) reports that 

approximately 2.65 million Iraqis remain displaced inside Iraq, but also because 

approximately 1.90 million Iraqis are refugees residing outside Iraq.
34

 These totals 

include large percentages of Iraq‘s former political elite, professionals, doctors, lawyers, 

engineers, and technocrats – a major source of potential support for the Sunni insurgents 

and a pool of talent that is badly needed inside the country. 

Nevertheless, the sectarian competition for power, wealth, and positions in the Iraqi 

government and security forces affects every aspect of the Shi‘ite Arab and Sunni Arab 

politics in Iraq. Shi‘ite Arabs and Sunni Arabs still need several years to find out whether 

they can develop a truly stable relationship. The ongoing fighting, divisive insurgent 

bombings, the budget crisis, and tensions over sharing Baghdad, Basra, and oil revenues 

all remain potential sources of tension and possible conflict. 
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The fact that Iraqi Sunnis now recognize that elections are the key to power has triggered 

deep political rivalries between tribal elements and between the national Sunni parties 

that emerged at a time when most Sunnis stood aside from the elections. As a result 

Sunni power blocs are nascent, fragmented, complex, and constantly shifting. Some are 

local, some are nationalist, some are ―neo-Ba‘athist‖ – which can range from secular 

political activist to Islamist insurgent – some are peacefully religious, some are largely 

anti-Kurd, and some organize against Arab Shi‘ites while others ally with them. These 

competitions affect many aspects of the Iraqi government and impact some elements of 

the security forces. 

The Sunni party that now plays the largest role in the Iraqi legislature, the Iraqi Islamic 

Party, was formed during a time when most Sunnis stood aside from the political process. 

It has limited legitimacy and uncertain popular support. It came to office at a time when 

most Sunnis boycotted elections they saw as illegitimate and dominated by Shi‘ites and 

Kurds, and with a constitution imposed by an illegitimate foreign invader.  Furthermore, 

the Sunni party did not show that it could win large-scale Sunni support in the provincial 

elections. Consequently, key leaders like Vice President Tariq al-Hashmi, broke with the 

party to enter the 2010 elections; as did Mahmoud al-Mashadani, the former speaker of 

Parliament who was pushed out of office in 2008. 

Other new Sunni leaders also emerged in the political landscape, like the governor of 

Ninewa described in the previous chapter.  As did tribal leaders like Ahmed Abu Risha, 

who entered politics after the death of his brother, a key leader in the Awakening and 

Sons of Iraq in Anbar. At this point, however, it is unclear whether leaders like Risha will 

ally themselves on any stable basis with some new Sunni parliamentary coalition based 

on elements of the Iraqi Islamic Party or with a coalition that includes Shi‘ite leaders. 

There are reports that Risha will ally with Sunni leaders like Interior Minister Jawad al-

Bolani (leader of the Constitution Party) and Saleh al-Mutlak, who has strong neo-

Ba‘athist ties, or that he might eventually ally himself with the new Maliki-led State of 

Law coalition – which was formed in early October 2009 and includes some 40 of Iraq‘s 

chaotic mix of 296 different political parties.
35

 

Other Sunni elements are allied with nationalist parties for the 2010 elections, like those 

led by former Prime Minister Ayad Allawi (a Shi‘ite).  There has also been fragmentation 

among Sunni tribal leaders, the urban leaders, and among the neo-Ba‘athists – some are 

now committed to the political process and others remain in the insurgency or in an 

awkward middle ground between politics and violence. 

If things go well, this fragmentation – combined with splintering in the Shi‘ite coalitions 

– could slowly push both Sunni and Shi‘ite leaders towards compromise and mixed 

coalitions in Parliament. This seems to have been a key goal behind Maliki‘s decision to 
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leave the Shi‘ite coalition party, the Iraqi National Alliance, to split with the Islamic 

Supreme Council of Iraq (ISCI), and instead form his own State of Law Coalition.  

The problems the Iraqi government has had in dealing with the Sons of Iraq, and debates 

over Iraq‘s election law in late 2009 have shown, however, that reconciliation between 

Shi‘ites and Sunnis may be further away than expected. purging of some 400 Sunni 

political figures (out of a total of around 500) from the ballot on largely spurious charges 

they were Ba‘athist – makes such an outcome doubtful. There now seems to be a serious 

risk that if some form of Shi‘ite and Kurdish coalition dominates the formation of a new 

government in 2010, the result could revive the Sunni insurgency. At this point, 

alignments are unstable at best. Trying to predict them is like trying to win a ―shell 

game,‖ or make rational sense of the classic Abbott and Costello routine, ―Who‘s on 

First?‖ 

The Threat Posed by the Sunni Insurgency 

So far, these politics and Arab-Kurdish tensions have not halted the decline in Sunni 

insurgency activities. The broad patterns in the insurgency have already been described in 

Chapter II, and it is clear that the current threat is much lower than during 2006-2008. 

More detailed maps of the specific patterns in Sunni violence are shown in Figures 2.1 to 

2.3, and they too reflect a decline in the intensity of the violence and the areas covered by 

Sunni insurgents – although scarcely their defeat.  

Discussions with US experts in Iraq in late October and early November 2009 produced 

near unanimity that it would take years to fully put an end to the Sunni side of the 

insurgency, and that significant violence would continued into 2012 and well beyond. 

Progress is relative, and the achievement of major improvements in day-to-day security is 

very different from the elimination of insurgents‘ capacity to carry out attacks designed 

to undermine the Iraqi government and ISF, or the elimination of those that seek to 

exploit Iraq‘s sectarian and ethnic differences to renew civil conflict. 

Declassified Intelligence Estimates of the Threat 

The Department of Defense summarized the status of the Sunni insurgency in Iraq as 

follows in August 2009: 

Despite the recent increase in high-profile attacks (HPA) in April 2009, overall attack trends 

indicate that AQI is unable to return to the operational tempo it maintained in 2006 and early 2007 

due to the ISF‘s increasing effectiveness, the maturation of the Sunni Awakening movement, and 

continued pressure on AQI networks by Coalition and Iraqi forces.  AQI‘s ability to raise and 

disperse funding has been severely impeded, and Coalition targeting of key leadership and 

operatives constrains AQI‘s efforts to direct and carry out attacks.  AQI does retain the ability to 

conduct HPAs, but Coalition and ISF operations have made it increasingly difficult.  The ISF were 

in the lead in 14 of the 18 provinces during the transition of provincial governments, with 

Coalition assistance provided for planning and managing security details.    

…The insurgency in Iraq continues to decline but remains dangerous.  Several Sunni nationalist 

groups, including Jaysh Muhammed, Jaysh Al Islami, the 1920s Revolutionary Brigade, and the 

Jaysh Rijal al-Tariq al-Naqshabandi (JRN), remain in armed resistance and continue to conduct 

attacks against U.S. and Iraqi forces.   
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…Coalition and ISF operations continue to impede AQI‘s and other insurgents‘ and militants‘ 

freedom of movement and resupply capabilities.  The ISF are taking the lead in operations in 

northern Iraq, and U.S. forces operate in supporting roles to the ISF.    

Security operations in Basra, Baghdad, Ninewa, Maysan, and Diyala have produced encouraging 

results that further degraded the capabilities of AQI and reduced the activities of militias.  Iraqi 

and Coalition forces have extended control over more areas of Iraq, and ongoing operations have 

severely degraded AQI activities, finances, and supply networks, leading to the capture of several 

high-value individuals.  Extensive COIN operations in Mosul and Diyala continue to pressure AQI 

networks and clear areas that had been AQI strongholds.  Although Iraq has achieved progress, 

AQI retains limited capability to conduct HPAs targeting civilians and ISF, mostly in Baghdad 

and the North.      

…Reasons for Sunni Arab violence in Iraq are numerous, but some significant motivators include 

economic concerns, religious extremism, the continued presence of Coalition forces, the 

perception of GoI targeting of SoI leaders, and the perceived lack of assistance from the GoI for 

the Sunni community.  Due to high unemployment and underemployment rates and an overall 

environment of economic difficulties, many low-level Sunni insurgents continue activities in order 

to earn an income.   

Inter-group cooperation at lower levels to achieve mutual goals is common.  In addition to money, 

a small number of hard-line Sunni insurgents continue to draw motivation from a desire to return 

to power in Iraq.  These individuals will continue attempts to destabilize Iraq with the intent of 

discrediting the GoI.   

Religion and nationalism also play a part for a small number of Sunnis who conduct attacks either 

to expel the ―occupiers,‖ remove perceived Iranian influences, or highlight instances where 

Islamic Law may have been violated.  There is also an unknown level of Sunni violence 

attributable to common criminal activities, personal grudges, or tribal rivalries.    

Despite significant leadership losses and a diminished presence in most population centers, AQI 

continues to conduct periodic, targeted HPAs, albeit at a reduced rate compared to 2006-2008.  

AQI is increasingly focusing its rhetoric and its attacks against Iraqis, including the GoI, ISF, and 

civilians, in an effort to discredit the GoI and incite sectarian violence as Coalition troops prepare 

to draw down.  In upcoming months, AQI may attempt to take advantage of political and security 

changes, including detainee releases and growing ISF responsibility for security, in an effort to 

reassert its presence in some areas of Iraq.  

AQI is experiencing significant hardship in northern Iraq, although Ninewa Province remains the 

group‘s logistical and support center.  Improved security, combined with Coalition forces and ISF 

operations, continue to degrade AQI‘s leadership and operational capabilities.  These internal 

network pressures in late 2008 caused AQI to reduce foreign fighter movement into Iraq.  Despite 

the increase in high profile attacks in recent months, the overall low number of attacks, combined 

with AQI‘s degraded media apparatus, has diminished external support and funding for AQI.  

Nevertheless, AQI has remained viable by evolving into a more indigenous organization, 

increasingly relying on Iraqis for funding and manpower.
 36

   

The Department of Defense did, however, report deterioration in some aspects of the 

situation: 

Violence levels in Iraq, as measured by weekly overall security incident levels and including all 

reported attacks against civilians, the ISF, and Coalition forces, have averaged 147 per week this 

reporting period and remained consistent with the last reporting period.   
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Despite the consistent levels of violence, violent civilian deaths across Iraq have increased this 

reporting period, due to an increase in HPAs conducted in the month of April 2009.   

The daily average number of civilian deaths due to violence increased from 7.7 per day to 9.2 per 

day.  Although HPAs caused a number of civilian deaths during the reporting period, these attacks 

have not rekindled a cycle of ethno-sectarian violence, as evidenced by the fact that Iraq‘s reported 

murder rates remained at the lowest levels recorded by the Coalition.  

Since the last reporting period, the average number of attacks executed daily increased.  Four of 

the 18 provinces, Baghdad, Diyala, Ninewa, and Salah ad Din, contain approximately half of 

Iraq‘s population and accounted for 80% of these attacks.  Attacks in Ninewa Province increased 

by 50%.  Insurgents continue to adapt their tactics and have increased the use of RKG-3 anti-

armor grenades to attack Coalition force convoys, a tactic primarily used in Baghdad and in the 

provinces north of Baghdad.  Monthly RKG-3 attacks have almost doubled during this reporting 

period.  

During this reporting period, the number of monthly HPAs, including HPAs found and cleared, 

increased from the previous reporting period, which had the lowest level since the spring of 2004.  

AQI retains the intent and capability to carry out spectacular attacks.  During this reporting period, 

60% of all casualties were from HPAs, mostly due to increased activity in April 2009.  AQI‘s use 

of person-borne improvised explosive devices (PBIED) remains a key tactic, as PBIEDs continue 

to be a deadly weapon in the insurgent arsenal and are most commonly associated with AQI.
 37

  

The Department produced similar conclusions in an updated analysis it issued in 

September 2009: 

Security incidents throughout Iraq continue to show a decreasing trend of violence....the ISF and 

GoI continue to pressure violent networks, with inconsistent results, while U.S. targeting of key 

leadership and operatives constrained many AQI efforts to direct and carry out attacks.  Although 

AQI is still able to conduct high profile attacks (HPAs), their fund-raising capabilities and 

freedom of maneuver remain degraded. These attacks are frequently intended to incite sectarian 

violence, but there is little support for continued violence among the majority of the populace. 

Other violent extremist organizations, both Shi‘a and Sunni, continue to challenge the ISF. Many 

factors, including economic development, border controls, and sectarian tensions affect aspects of 

security. 

... Security incidents remain at the lowest levels in more than five years, and progress in the 

security environment remains generally steady but uncertain. The ISF have increased capability 

and professionalism, paving the way for the re-positioning of U.S. forces in accordance with the 

SA. However, other areas continue to reveal significant challenges, including the development of 

the Iraqi justice and penal systems, control of border areas to reduce the import of lethal materials, 

and developing ministerial processes to coordinate sovereignty and security matters. 

The insurgency in Iraq continues to decline, but remains dangerous. Several Sunni nationalist 

groups, including Jaysh Muhammed (JM), Jaysh Al Islami (JAI), the 1920s Revolutionary 

Brigade, and the Jaysh Rijal al-Tariq al-Naqshabandi (JRN), remain in armed resistance and 

continue to conduct attacks against U.S.  and Iraqi forces. 

...Security operations in Baghdad, Basrah, Diyala, Maysan, and Ninewa have produced 

encouraging results that further degraded the capabilities of AQI and reduced the activities of 

militias. Iraqi forces have extended control over more areas of Iraq, and ongoing operations have 

severely degraded AQI activities, finances, and supply networks, leading to the capture of several 

high-value individuals. 
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 Excerpted from Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In 

accordance with the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public 

Law 110-252) (Dated June 2009, but issued in August.)  
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Extensive COIN operations in Mosul and Diyala have continued to pressure AQI networks and 

clear areas that had been AQI strongholds. Clearance operations in Diyala continue, but the focus 

has shifted to stability and support operations as of mid-August 2009.  Although Iraq has made 

progress, AQI retains a limited capability to conduct HPAs, targeting civilians and ISF primarily 

in mixed urban areas, such as Baghdad, Diyala, Mosul, and Kirkuk.
 38

 

The same was true of the Department‘s report in early 2010,
39

 

Despite significant leadership losses and a diminished presence in most population centers, AQI 

continues to conduct periodic, targeted HPAs, albeit at a reduced rate. The recent HPAs have had 

a significant impact altering the diplomatic landscape, at least in Iraq‘s relationship with Syria. Yet 

the attacks have only slightly impacted Iraq‘s political landscape. In the aftermath of the August 

2009 bombings, the GoI appeared slow to respond and certain entities in the government called for 

the Minister of Interior‘s resignation; but the response to the October and December 2009 

bombings has, thus far, been much more efficient and measured. 

 AQI is increasingly focusing its rhetoric and its attacks against Iraqis, including the GoI, ISF, 

Shi‘a civilians and minority civilians, in an effort to discredit the GoI and incite sectarian violence 

as U.S.  forces draw down. In upcoming months, AQI will almost certainly attempt additional 

HPAs to alter the political landscape in the lead up to the 2010 elections. They will also take 

advantage of detainee releases and the increased ISF responsibility for security in an effort to 

reassert its presence in some areas of Iraq. AQI remains a primary instigator for ethno-sectarian 

violence, and it will seek to capitalize on Sunni disenfranchisement and Arab-Kurd tensions. 

Al Qa’ida in Iraq (AQI) 

AQI and its cover structure, the Islamic State of Iraq, is still credited as being the most 

important Sunni insurgent group, although estimates of its strength, influence, and 

capabilities differ sharply among US experts.
40

  Some experts feel that neo-Ba‘athist 

groups like the Jaysh Rijal al-Tariq al Naqshabandi (JRN) are also emerging as more 

significant insurgent elements, and experts disagree over the level of coordination among 

AQI and these other movements.  

AQI‘s leaders and membership now are now largely Iraqi. AQI has far fewer foreign 

volunteers, and is more of a ―national‖ Sunni movement.
41

 One US expert indicated in 

November 2009 that only 4-5 foreign volunteers a month were now coming in through 

Syria. AQI has restructured itself to develop mobile cadres of leaders and enablers to 

carry out major local attacks and to reduce the vulnerability of its leadership. It has also 

brought at least some released detainees back into its structure. At the same time, it has 
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 Excerpted from Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In 

accordance with the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public 

Law 110-252), October 30, 2009, pp. 22-23.  
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 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

(Dated December 2009, but issued January 2010, with pages dated January 29, 2010.) pp. 24, 27-28 
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 AQI proclaimed an Islamic State of Iraq at the height of its success in 2006. It uses the name as a cover, 

often claiming the support of outside groups that are little more than cover groups, although there are real 

affiliates like Ansar al-Islam. 
41

 One unclassified source estimates that the number of foreign volunteers in Iraq has declined from a peak 

of 120 per month in 2007 to 40 in 2008, and 20 in 2009. Myriam Benraad, ―Iraq‘s Enduring al-Qa‘ida 

Challenge,‖ Policy Watch # 1604, Washington Institute, November 18, 2009 
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capitalized on Iraq‘s economic problems, poverty, and widespread underemployment to 

keep recruiting ―expendable‖ part time volunteers. 

AQI is more cautious in the way it deals with local Sunni populations and seems to be 

trying to avoid the abuses that helped trigger the Sunni uprising against it in Anbar, along 

with the creation of the Sons of Iraq. While it still targets Shi‘ite and Kurdish 

populations, Shi‘ite religious targets, and moderate Sunni clergy, it is far more cautious 

about claiming responsibility for such attacks and in openly denouncing Shi‘ite beliefs. It 

publicly claims to attack the GoI as a tool of the US, and the US as an occupying power, 

rather than Iraqis. It also is making efforts to claim responsibility for US withdrawals and 

for ―driving‖ the US out of Iraq. 

The trends in intelligence estimates of the AQI and other Sunni violent extremists are 

reflected in unclassified US reporting. The US State Department provided this estimate in 

its April 2009 report on terrorism:
42

 

... In January 2006, in an attempt to unify Sunni extremists in Iraq, al-Qa‘ida in Iraq (AQI) created 

the Mujahidin Shura Council (MSC), an umbrella organization meant to encompass the various 

Sunni terrorist groups in Iraq. AQI claimed its attacks under the MSC until mid-October, when 

Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi's successor, Abu Ayyub al-Masri, took the first step toward al-Qa‘ida's 

goal of establishing a caliphate in the region by declaring the "Islamic State of Iraq" (ISI), under 

which AQI now claims its attacks. Although Iraqis compose at least 90 percent of the group‘s 

membership, it is probable that the majority of AQI‘s senior leadership is foreign-born. In an 

attempt to give AQI a more Iraqi persona, the AQI-led ISI was created and headed by Abu Umar 

al-Baghdadi. 

 

Abu Ayyub al-Masri, Zarqawi's successor, issued a statement pledging to continue what Zarqawi 

began, and AQI has continued its strategy of targeting Coalition Forces, Iraqi government groups, 

anti-AQI Sunni tribal and security elements, and Shia civilians to provoke violence and undermine 

perceptions that the Iraqi central government can effectively govern. 

AQI has claimed joint attacks with both Ansar al-Islam (AI) and the Islamic Army in Iraq (IAI); 

however, ideological differences have prevented these groups from merging. More recently, IAI 

and the 1920 Revolution Brigades cooperated with Coalition Forces in targeting AQI.  

The threat from AQI continued to diminish in 2008. AQI, although still dangerous, has 

experienced the defection of members, lost key mobilization areas, suffered disruption of support 

infrastructure and funding, and been forced to change targeting priorities. Indeed, the pace of 
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 While Western sources usually use one name for AQi, it has many names and titles: Al-Qa‟aida in Iraq 

(Tanzim Qa‟idat al-Jihad Fi Bilad al-Radfidayn,   

a.k.a. al-Qa‘ida Group of Jihad in Iraq; al-Qa‘ida Group of Jihad in the Land of the Two Rivers;  

al-Qa‘ida in Mesopotamia; al-Qa‘ida in the Land of the Two Rivers; al-Qa‘ida of Jihad in Iraq; al-Qa‘ida of 

Jihad Organization in the Land of The Two Rivers; al-Qa‘ida of the Jihad in the Land of the Two Rivers; 

al-Tawhid; Jam'at al-Tawhid Wa'al-Jihad; Tanzeem Qa‘idat al Jihad/Bilad al Raafidaini; Tanzim Qa‘idat 

al-Jihad fi Bilad al-Rafidayn; The Monotheism and Jihad Group; The Organization Base of Jihad/Country 

of the Two Rivers; The Organization Base of Jihad/Mesopotamia; The Organization of al-Jihad's Base in 

Iraq; The Organization of al-Jihad's Base in the Land of the Two Rivers; The Organization of al-Jihad's 

Base of Operations in Iraq; The Organization of al-Jihad's Base of Operations in the Land of the Two 

Rivers; The Organization of Jihad's Base in the Country of the Two Rivers; al-Zarqawi Network. The State 

Department analysis is drawn from Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, ―Terrorist 

Organizations,‖ Country Reports on Terrorism 2008, US State Department, April 30, 2009, 

http://www.state.gov/s/ct/rls/crt/2008/122449.htm.  

http://www.state.gov/s/ct/rls/crt/2008/
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suicide bombing countryside, which we consider one indicator of AQI's operational capability, fell 

significantly during last year. 

High-profile attacks in 2007 included the suicide car-bombing attack of a mosque in Al 

Habbaniyah in February, the multiple suicide bombing attack of Shia pilgrims in Al Hillah in 

March, several chlorine gas canister bombings from January through June, an orchestrated bridge 

bombing campaign throughout Iraq aimed at isolating Baghdad Shia population concentrations 

and disrupting ground transportation from January through October, the suicide truck bombing of 

a market in Tall ‗Afar in March, the suicide truck bombings of a market and Patriotic Union of 

Kurdistan (PUK) party offices in Amurli and Kirkuk in July, and the single deadliest attack of the 

Iraq war, the multiple suicide truck bombings of two Yazidi villages near Sinjar in August. 

 

 ...Membership is estimated at 2,000-4,000, making it the largest, most potent Sunni extremist 

group in Iraq. AQI perpetrates the majority of suicide and mass casualty bombings in Iraq, using 

both foreign and Iraqi operatives. The selection of civilian targets, particularly in large urban 

areas, generates widespread media coverage, but garners public backlash against the group.... 

AQI's operations are predominately Iraq-based, but it has perpetrated attacks in Jordan. The group 

maintains an extensive logistical network throughout the Middle East, North Africa, Iran, South 

Asia, and Europe. In Iraq, AQI currently conducts the majority of its operations in Ninawa, 

Diyala, Salah ad Din, and Baghdad provinces and to a lesser extent Al Anbar...AQI probably 

receives funds from donors in the Middle East and Europe, local sympathizers in Iraq, from a 

variety of businesses and criminal activities, and other international extremists throughout the 

world. In many cases, AQI's donors are probably motivated to support terrorism rather than an 

attachment to any specific terrorist group. 

AQI may be down, but it is scarcely out. As Chapter 2 has shown in detail, AQI is still 

active in Diyala and Baghdad, and controls small parts of Ninewa. It has the ability to 

execute suicide and vehicular bombings against populated areas throughout Iraq, and has 

shown considerable skill in infiltrating bombers into guarded areas and in some cases 

bribing ISF and other security personnel. Its August 19
th

, October 25
th

, and December 8
th

 

attacks targeted the Justice, Finance, and Foreign Ministries, as well as the provincial 

council in Baghdad.  

These attacks demonstrated AQI‘s continued ability to execute complex joint operations, 

and allowed AQI to launch a major propaganda attack on the Maliki government for 

being too weak to provide security.
43

 They also showed that AQI could still obtain a wide 

variety of explosives, including C-4, fertilizer, conventional explosives, and artillery 

shells, and pack or deploy them in ways that had a massive effect. Several hundred 

people died and thousands more were wounded in the three attacks. 

The Department of Defense reported in early 2010 that,
44

  

AQI remains active and operationally capable despite significant hardship in northern Iraq, 

including within Ninewa Province, which remains the group‘s logistical center. Improved security, 

the result of U.S. forces and ISF operations over the past several years, continues to degrade 

AQI‘s leadership and operational capabilities and reduce foreign fighter movement into Iraq. 
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 For an interesting analysis of recent trends in AQI, see Myriam Benraad, ―Iraq‘s Enduring al-Qaeda 

Challenge,‖ Policy Watch # 1604, Washington Institute, November 18, 2009. 
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 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

(Dated December 2009, but issued January 2010, with pages dated January 29, 2010.) pp. 24, 27-28 
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However, AQI has remained viable by evolving into a more indigenous organization, increasingly 

recruiting Iraqis for funding and manpower. Increasingly, AQI has transitioned from an insurgent 

group to a narrow organization focusing on periodic spectacular terrorist attacks 

There are debates over AQI‘s ties to outside states. Major General Hussein Kamal, the 

chief of intelligence and investigation in the Ministry of the Interior, stated that AQI and 

neo-Ba'athist elements met on July 30
th

 in Zabandani, in southwestern Syria near 

Lebanon, to plan a command strategy and major attacks.
45

 Some US experts in Iraq 

questioned such reports, feeling that the Iraqi government has tried to make Syria a 

scapegoat to explain the lack of security in Iraq. 

Other Sunni Insurgent Groups 

As for other largely Sunni insurgent groups the Department of Defense lists as still 

active, most have at least some neo-Ba‘athist elements. While they remain relatively 

small, these neo-Ba‘athist insurgent networks appear to be growing rather than 

diminishing. They also have played an increasing role – if still a very limited one – in 

bombings in Ninewa and Salah al-din. 

These groups include Ansar al-Islam, the Jaysh Muhammed (JM), Jaysh Al Islami (JAI), 

the 1920s Revolutionary Brigade, and the Jaysh Rijal al-Tariq al-Naqshabandi (JRN). 

The latter movement is an interesting fusion of a Sunni Sufi religious group and a proto-

Ba'athist movement, which originated in Salah Al-Din Province and has increasingly 

joined AQI in conducting bomb attacks in the Mosul area and other parts of Iraq. As the 

following summary shows, most do not have an overt anti-Shi‘ite or Islamist extremist 

character. At the same time, this does not mean they would not support ethnic and 

sectarian conflict if Iraq‘s efforts at political accommodation fail:
46

 

 Ansar al-Islam (AI): a.k.a. Ansar al-Sunna; Ansar al-Sunna Army; Devotees of Islam; Followers 

of Islam in Kurdistan; Helpers of Islam; Jaish Ansar al-Sunna; Jund al-Islam; Kurdish Taliban; 

Kurdistan Supporters of Islam; Partisans of Islam; Soldiers of God; Soldiers of Islam; Supporters 

of Islam in Kurdistan. The US State Department reports than AI is a ―Salafi terrorist group whose 

goals include expelling the U.S.-led Coalition from Iraq and establishing an independent Iraqi 

state based on Sharia law. AI was established in 2001 in Iraqi Kurdistan with the merger of two 

Kurdish extremist factions that traced their roots to the Islamic Movement of Kurdistan. In a 

probable effort to appeal to the broader Sunni jihad and expand its support base, AI changed its 

name to Ansar al-Sunna in 2003 in a bid to unite Iraq-based extremists under the new name. In 

December 2007, it changed its name back to Ansar al-Islam. AI has ties to the al-Qa‘ida (AQ) 

central leadership and to al-Qa‘ida in Iraq (AQI). Although AI did not join the AQI-dominated 

"Islamic State of Iraq", relations between AI and AQI have greatly improved and efforts to merge 

the groups are ongoing. Some members of AI trained in AQ camps in Afghanistan, and the group 

provided safe haven to affiliated terrorists before Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF). Since OIF, AI 

has become the second-most prominent group engaged in anti-Coalition attacks in Iraq behind 

AQI and has maintained a strong propaganda campaign.  
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 Ernesto Londono, ―Al-Qa‘ida in Iraq Regaining Strength,‖ Washington Post, November 22, 2009, p. a16. 
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 This list is partial, US experts in Iraq listed some 14 such groups in November 2009: Jaysh al-Islami, 

Anasar al Sunnah, Hamas al-Iraq, Islamic Front for Iraq Resistance, Political Council for Islamic 

Resistance, 1920s Brigade, Jaysh al Rashidin, Jaysh Muhammed, Jaysh al-Mujahideen Army, and radical 

groups like AQI/ISI, Ansar al-Islam, and the Army of the Naqshahbandi Order. One needs to be careful 

about unclassified characterizations of such groups, however, and of their activities and their strengths. 

Sources are weak and contradictory. 
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 ...AI has continued to conduct attacks against a wide range of targets including Coalition Forces, 

the Iraqi government and security forces, and Kurdish and Shia figures. AI has claimed 

responsibility for many high profile attacks in 2007, including the execution-style killing of nearly 

two dozen Yazidi civilians in Mosul in reprisal for the stoning death of a Muslim convert in April, 

the car-bombing of a police convoy in Kirkuk in July, the suicide bombing of Kurdistan 

Democratic Party offices in Khursbat in October, and numerous kidnappings, executions, and 

assassinations.... Precise numbers are unknown. AI is one of the largest Sunni terrorist groups in 

Iraq. (It operates p northern Iraq, but maintains a presence in western and central Iraq, and 

receives assistance from a loose network of associates in Europe and the Middle East.
47

 

 Jaysh Rijal al-Tariq al-Naqshabandi (JRN) is a neo-Ba'athist group that is associated with Sufi 

Sunni practices and seems to have originated in Salah Al Din. It is nationalist in character. It ddoes 

not support or agreement with AQI and its call for an Islamic republic, and does not attack Shi‘ite 

targets. It focuses on US, GoI, and ISF targets. 

 Jaysh Muhammed (Army of Muhammad; JM) has both political and insurgent sections. Its political 

faction seems to be dominated by Ba'athist former members of the regime,  many with past ties to 

Saddam Hussein. Its insurgent elements have been organized into ―brigades‖ in the past and the 

group took credit for the bombing of the UN headquarters in August 2003. It claims to have only 

limited numbers of former fighters, and is associated with the Iraqi Islamic Patriotic Resistance 

(al-Muqawamah al-Wataniyah al-Islamiyah al-'Iraqiyah), the Salafi Movement for Propagation 

and Jihad (al-Harakah as-Salafiyah li-d-Da'wah wa-l-Jihad), the al-Qari'ah Organization (Tanzim 

al-Qari'ah), the Army of Partisans of the Sunnah (Jaysh Ansar as-Sunnah), and the Army of 

Muhammad. 

 Jaysh Al Islami (JAI) is a more religious Sunni insurgent group that has clashed both violently and 

politically with AQI. It has rejected AQI‘s effort to say that Shi‘ites and Sunnis that do not support 

AQI are not legitimate Muslims and most forms of ultraconservative Islamist extremism. It has 

denied ties to Ba‘athists, and is reported to have negotiated with the GoI and US over becoming a 

non-militant political group. 

 Islamic Resistance Movement in Iraq, and its military wing the 1920 Revolution Brigades 

(Brigades of the Revolution of the Twenty), is said in some reports to also use the name "Islamic 

Resistance Movement HAMAS in Iraq” but this may actually be a splinter group." It has a large 

number of former members of the Iraqi Army, has strongly opposed AQI, and at least some 

elements have negotiated with the GoI and US. It does not attack Iraqis or Shi‘ites, has focused on 

US targets, and is ―nationalist‖ in character. Unlike AQI, it keeps ties to mainstream Sunni clergy. 

The Department of Defense summarized the role of these groups as follows in early 

2010,
48

 

Several Sunni insurgents groups continue attempts to destabilize Iraq with the intent of 

discrediting the GoI. This includes the JRTN, a growing Sunni Ba‘athist group that conducts 

insurgent activities throughout the central and northern regions of Iraq. Religion and nationalism 

motivate a small number of Sunnis who conduct attacks either to expel the U.S.  forces, reduce 

perceived Iranian influences, or highlight instances where Islamic Law may have been violated. 

These groups include the 1920 Revolutionary Brigade, the MA, Ansar al-Sunna-Shari‘a Council 

(AAS-SC), JAI, Hamas al-Iraq (HAI), JRTN, and Jaysh al-Rashidin (JAR). Additionally, there is 

some level of violence attributable to common criminal activities, personal grudges, or tribal 
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 Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, ―Terrorist Organizations,‖ Country Reports on Terrorism 

2008, US State Department, April 30, 2009, http://www.state.gov/s/ct/rls/crt/2008/122449.htm.  
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 Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with 

the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 

(Dated December 2009, but issued January 2010, with pages dated January 29, 2010.) pp. 24, 27-28 
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rivalries.  These acts of violence often have no specific motivation other than greed, interpersonal 

relationships, and general discontent with the current situation. 

Threats and Security by Key Province 

The level of Sunni insurgent activity varies sharply by province, particularly in Sunni-

dominated provinces or key mixed provinces like Baghdad. While many details affecting 

such estimates are classified, an unclassified SIGIR study makes it clear that significant 

threats will remain in several key provinces as the US withdraws: 

Anbar: Anbar remained one of Iraq‘s least secure provinces with security incidents concentrated in 

the far eastern corner of the territory. Suicide bombers targeted policemen and people waiting at 

checkpoints. At least 26 incidents left two or more people dead. PRT Anbar limited its movements 

in the provincial capital, Ramadi, following the June 30, 2009, redeployment of U.S. forces. All 

PRT movements this quarter required IP escort, which sometimes caused delays, though 

movements in rural areas were unaffected. PRT Anbar reported its monthly movements were 

about one-fifth what they were last winter. Provincial leaders, meanwhile, moved to crack down 

on imams, or prayer leaders, who sought to use the pulpit to foment political dissent. The PRT 

reported that the provincial governor is now requiring imams to obtain approval from government 

religious authorities before they can give sermons. In September, government authorities 

prevented seven prayer leaders from conducting Friday prayers because they did not have 

government Permission. 

Salah Al-Din: As the home province of former President Saddam Hussein, Salah Al-Din has been 

one of Iraq‘s least secure places, but this quarter the level of violence was low. The province has 

suffered from waves of sectarian violence since the Golden Mosque was bombed in 2006 and 

again in 2007. Though the mosque‘s dome and minarets are once again standing, positively 

transforming a once painful symbol of nationwide sectarian violence, roadside bombings occurred 

throughout the province this quarter, particularly in the eastern half of the territory. In August and 

September, the PRT reported a spike in insurgent activities in Tooz and that the residents of the 

district traded in illegal weapons. However, the PRT reported that Samarra, the provincial capital, 

enjoyed relative peace and stability this quarter due to reconciliation efforts between local 

officials, Sons of Iraq leaders, and the Samarra Operations Center established in the wake of the 

2006 and 2007 Golden Mosque bombings. With appropriate security protection, PRT members 

were generally free to travel anywhere in the province, but unreliable IP escorts and the 

inaccessibility of certain venues for tactical vehicles remained obstacles to movement. 

 Diyala: Diyala‘s security situation remained volatile this quarter with at least 20 bombings, 

including the mid-July bombing of the office of a Sunni political party, killing five. Continued 

arrests and violence against Sunni leaders cast a shadow over provincial politics. The deputy 

governor returned to his duties in September after several weeks in hiding due to threat of arrest; a 

defense lawyer was gunned down outside a courthouse; a PC member‘s son was kidnapped and 

killed; and another member survived an apparent assassination attempt. Diyala‘s diverse ethnic 

composition of Kurds, Turkoman, and Arabs has led to widespread security problems and internal 

displacement. Approximately 80% of IDPs living in Diyala are originally from Diyala, having fl 

ed to other parts of the province to avoid being targeted for their ethnoreligious or political 

allegiances. Disputed boundaries with the Kurdistan Region also contribute to tensions, and 

although security has improved, the situation remains more tenuous than in most other areas of 

Iraq. PRT Diyala reduced its engagements with local officials following the June 30, 2009, 

withdrawal of U.S. forces from Iraqi cities, oft en because of a lack of IP escorts. The PRT 

reported that it was unclear whether ISF would be able to adequately secure the province. The 

PRT reported that the creation of the Diyala Defense Clinic was a key step toward developing a 

more functional judicial system. According to the PRT, many members of the Sunni majority in 

Diyala view the courts and prisons as badly biased against them, and many prisoners oft en either 

do not receive defense lawyers or do not trust them. Although court cases appeared to be moving 
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forward— the PRT‘s RoL section found fewer prisoners at Ba‘quba Prison than two months 

ago—there were still complaints of torture and abuse.  

Baghdad: Roadside bombs, targeted killings, and kidnappings continued in Baghdad province this 

quarter, including two large coordinated bombings of the Foreign and Finance Ministries on 

August 19, 2009. Several Baghdad churches were bombed on July 11, 2009. The violence was 

concentrated in Baghdad City, with few incidents occurring in rural areas. At least 20 people were 

killed when a car bomb exploded outside a Shia mosque. A member of former Prime Minister 

Iyad Allawi‘s Iraqi National List was shot dead. Four people were killed in a bombing in a popular 

market. The PRT and ePRTs reduced movements in Baghdad City this quarter and facilitated 

travel through informal, local understandings. The ISF has mostly cooperated to provide PRT and 

ePRT movement to government facilities and project sites in the city, with the exception of 

Baghdad‘s Sadr City neighborhood, where U.S. forces are not able to visit. The PRT expressed 

concern about the reappearance of extremist militias and their effect on social behavior. 

Wasit: PRT Wassit reported that the security situation in the province was generally stable this 

quarter despite an increase in security incidents directed against FOB Delta and convoys traveling 

in the province after June 30. Two separate bombings reportedly killed 15 Iraqi civilians in 

August—the first such attacks in some time. There were few security-related restrictions on 

movement this quarter, though certain communities presented greater relative danger to the PRT 

than others. The PRT predicted that as U.S. troops begin to withdraw further, its ability to travel 

throughout Wassit will decrease, and reconstruction efforts will need to be redirected to the most 

vital areas. 
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Figure 2.1: Patterns in Sunni Insurgent Violence: 2006-2008 

 

 

 

Source: General David H. Petraeus, ―Iraq Update,‖ October 7, 2008 
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Figure 2.2: Patterns in Sunni and Shi’ite Insurgent Violence: August 2009 

 

 

 

 

Source: USCENTCOM, September 27, 2009,  
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Figure 2.3: Patterns in Sunni and Shi’ite Insurgent Violence in Baghdad: 2006-2009 
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Source: CIOC Trends (CF and Iraqi reports) as of 07-Nov-09; weekly beginning 01-May-06, and MNF-1, 

November 6, 2009. 
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Fewer Incidents, But Bombs and Attacks Remain a Serious Problem 

While the data on major attacks and casualty trends continue to show much lower levels 

of violence, AQI and other active insurgent groups have also shifted their strategy to 

focus on fewer, larger, attacks. The total number of security incidents first dropped below 

400 in June 2008, and remained close to 400 through November 2008. They have since 

averaged below 200, but figures have been far from zero. At the same time, bombings 

have become more lethal with a rising casualty count per bombing. AQI and groups the 

Jaysh Muhammed and Jaysh Al Islami have retained the ability to conduct four major 

types of attacks: 

• Attacks against Iraqi Infrastructure and Government Organizations, 

• Bombs (IEDs and Mines), both Found and Exploded, 

• Sniper, Ambush, Grenade, and Other Small Arms Attacks, and, 

• Mortar, Rocket, and Surface to Air Attacks 

Figure 2.4 supplements the data provided in Cjapter II and lists major bombings in Iraq 

since January 1, 2009, when a new U.S.-Iraqi security pact took effect.49 It shows that 

many of these attacks were targeted against Kurds and Shi‘ites in an effort to provoke 

reprisals and a cycle of new ethnic and sectarian violence. While Iraqi reports sometimes 

blame neo-Ba‘athists with Syrian support or tolernace for such attacks, US experts feel 

they have been dominated by AQI. General Charles Jacoby, the comanding general of 

Multinational Corps-Iraq stated publically that the US believed that many of the most 

recent high-profile bombings had the signature of AQI attacks.50 Figure 2.5 shows the 

trends in such attacks relative to the overall pattern of attacks in Iraq. 

More effective security does help. The number of bomb detonations at Iraqi police and 

army checkpoints has increased and indicates that Iraqi Security Forces may be 

somewhat more effective in preventing suicide bombers from reaching population centers 

within cities, an effort that the Iraqi government formally made a major goal in late 

August 2009. 

Yet major new attacks did continue through February 2010, and as Chapter 2 has noted, 

these types of attacks are difficult to completely prevent in any society of normal social 

movement and business activity. The surviving insurgents now have years of experience, 

leaders and key cadres are more mobile and harder to detect, and key operations are 

better planned – often by cadres that move in and out of the area of operation and are thus  

harder to detect and attack. 

Small cadres or individuals can execute such attacks. Iraqis are now doing most of the 

bombing and Iraqi bombers look like anyone else.  Large-scale bombings can be 

triggered remotely at the time of an attacker‘s choosing. Insurgents can use women who 

are hard to search. They can make use of widows, men motivated by revenge and honor 

                                                 
49

 Chronology of major attacks adapted from numerous media outlets including CNN.com, Reuters 

FACTBOX, Associated Press, The Wall Street Journal, AFP, The New York Times, etc. 
50

 DOD News Briefing with Lt. Gen. Jacoby from Iraq, 

http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/news/2009/09/mil-090910-dod02.htm  

http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/news/2009/09/mil-090910-dod02.htm
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killings, and young men who are virtually brainwashed in deviant forms of Islam used to 

recruit suicide bombers. They have also shown a greater ability to use ISF uniforms and 

embed or recruit an agent in ISF or government facilities.
51

  

It is unlikely that these attacks can be halted or reduced to token levels until the ISF 

become far more capable and sophisticated than they are today, nor until the point at 

which Iraq reaches a level of political accommodation wherein movements like AQI are 

rejected by virtually all elements of the Sunni population. Even the most effective 

security has limits so long as significant elements of the population do not actively 

oppose and report all insurgent activity – either suspected or confirmed,   provide shelter 

for insurgent cadres, or can be recruited for money. 

                                                 
51

 For examples, see Ernesto Londono, ―10 Killed in bomb blasts, assault on home in Iraq,‖ Washington 

Post, November 26, 2009, p. A20; Marc Santora, ―In Iraq, Two Attacks Raise Concerns About a New 

Round of Sectarian Violence,‖ New York Times, November 26, 2009, A18. 
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Figure 2.4: Major Bombings since January 1, 2009 

2010 

 Jan 26 – A suicide bomber attacks the Ministry of Interior, killing 21 people and wounding over 

80 as part of a bombing campaign aimed at destabalizing the government 

 Jan. 25 – coordinated car bombs attack three hotels frequented by Western journalists in Baghdad 

killing 41 people  

2009 

 Dec. 8 – A series of car bombings attacks government buildings in the Dora district of 

Baghdad killing 127 people and wounding 448 others.  The attack hit structures temporarily 

housing federal employees relocated after the October 25th bombing. 

 Nov. 16 – Gunmen disguised in Iraqi army uniforms killed 13 people execution style.  The victims 

were memebers of a tribe that took up arms against AQI as part of the al-Sahwa movement 

 Oct. 25 – Twin car bombs do serious damage to three Iraqi government buildings in 

Baghdad in the worst attack since August 19th. They kill 132 and wound some 500 in a zone 

secured by Iraqi fgorces. The combination of the attacks on the 19th and 25th have hit the 

Foreign, finance, Justice, and Municipatlity and Public Works Ministries. They have also hit 

the headquarters of the Baghdad provicnical government. 

 Oct. 16 – A suicide bomber killed 15 people and injured 100 more inside the Taqwq mosque in 

Tal Afar (a predominantly Sunni mosque) 

 Oct. 11 – Three car bombs targetting a police station and government officies in Ramadi killed at 

least 25 people and injured 80 others.  

 Oct. 7 – A pickup truck packed with explosives detonates at an outdoor market killing 9 people 

and wounding 31. 

 Sept. 29 – A string of bombings around Baghdad primarily targeted at Iraqi security forces kills at 

least 18 people and wounds 16 more. 

 Sept. 11 – Car bomb kills 25 people and injurs 43 in Wardak, a small Kurdish village outside 

Mosul. 

 Sept. 9 – A car bomb kills a local Awakening Council leader and 7 members of his family in 

Kirkuk, injuring one other person. 

 Sept. 7 – Three separate suicide bombers attack a Shi‘ite mosque in Baquba, a bus near Kerbala 

and a police checkpoint just outside of Ramadi, killing 19 and wounding 39. 

 Sept. 3 – Two bombs go off at Shi‘ite burial sites in Musayyib and Muhauil and a truck bomber 

attacks a Kurdish village in Northern Iraq killing at least 28 people and wounding 91. 

 Aug. 30 – Bombers strike a café in Baghdad and remote communities in northern Iraq, killing at 

least 18 people. 

 Aug. 29 – Two truck bombers strike police garrison in Hamad and a market in Sinjar and another 

suicide bomber attacks a market in Baghdad, killing 16 and wounding 51. 

 Aug. 19 -- A series of bombings rocked Iraq's capital within one hour killing at least 132 

people and wounding 563 others. 

 Aug. 13 – Two suicide bombers strike a popular café in the Yazidi city of Sinjar, killing 21 and 

wounding 30 

 Aug. 10 -- Double truck bombing on eastern outskirts of Mosul, killing 28. Bombings in Baghdad 

kill 22. 
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 Aug. 7 -- Suicide truck bomber strikes a Shi‘ite mosque north of Mosul, killing 44. Bombings 

against Shi‘ite pilgrims in Baghdad kill seven. (At least 42 are killed and 154 wounded in 

Baghdad in five attacks on the Shi‘ite religious holiday.) 

 July 31 -- String of bombings target five Shi‘ite mosques in Baghdad, killing 29. 

 July 9 -- Two suicide bombers strike in northern city of Tal Afar, killing 38 people. 

 July 9 -- Four separate bombings in Baghdad kill 18. (Series of attacks across Iraq kill at least 64 

people and wound 167 others.) 

 July 8 -- Car bombs explodes in two Shi‘ite villages near Mosul, killing 16. 

 June 30 -- Car bomb hits crowded outdoor market in the northern city of Kirkuk, killing 27. 

 June 26 -- Booby-trapped motorcycle explodes in a motorcycle bazaar, killing 19. 

 June 24 -- Bomb rips through crowded market in Baghdad's Sadr City, killing 78. 

 June 20 -- Truck bomb explodes near a Shi‘ite mosque in Taza, near Kirkuk, killing 82. 

 June 10 -- Car bomb explodes in market near Shi‘ite city of Nasiriyah, killing 30. 

 May 21 -- Bomb in mainly Sunni area of Baghdad kills 15 people, including three Americans. 

 May 20 -- Parked car bomb tears through restaurants in northwest Baghdad, killing 41 and 

wounding 83. 

 May 6 -- Parked car bomb explodes at a produce market in southern Baghdad, killing 15. 

 April 29 -- Twin car bombing in Baghdad's Shi‘ite district of Sadr City kills 51. 

 April 24 -- Back-to-back female suicide bombings kill 71 outside Shi‘ite shrine in Baghdad. 

 April 23 -- Suicide bomber hits Iraqis collecting humanitarian aid in Baghdad, killing 31. 

 April 23 -- Suicide bombing in Muqdadiyah kills 53 people, including 44 Iranian pilgrims. 

 April 6 -- Series of bombings in Baghdad kill 37 people. 

 March 26 -- Car bomb tears through market in Shi‘ite area in east Baghdad, killing 20. 

 March 23 -- Suicide bomber strikes Kurdish funeral in Jalula, killing 27. 

 March 10 -- Suicide car bomber targets tribal leaders at market in Abu Ghraib, killing 33 and 20 

wounded in Baghdad. 

 March 8 -- Suicide bomber strikes police academy in Baghdad, killing at least 30. 

 March 5 -- Car bomb tears through livestock market in Hillah, killing 13. 

 Feb. 13 -- Female suicide bomber targets Shi‘ite pilgrims in Musayyib, killing 40. 

 Feb. 11 -- Twin car bombs explode at a bus terminal and market area in Baghdad, killing 16. 

 Jan. 4 -- Female suicide bomber strikes Shi‘ite pilgrims in Baghdad, killing 38. 

 Jan. 2 -- Suicide bomber hits tribal leader's home in Youssifiyah, killing 23.  

Source: Chronology of major attacks adapted from numerous media outlets including CNN.com, Reuters 

FACTBOX, Associated Press, The Wall Street Journal, AFP, The New York Times, etc. 
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Figure 2.5: Security Incidents versus High Profile Attacks: 2004-2009 

 
Total Security Incidents 

 

 

HPA Explosions 
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Sources: SIGACTS (CF & HN reports) as of 25-Sep-09; DoD News Briefing, October 1, 2009, 

http://www.defenselink.mil/news/briefingslide.aspx?briefingslideid=341. 
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Large-Scale Bombings and Attacks, But So Far, No Return to Cycle 

of Sectarian Reprisals 

Although many of the attacks have been intended to provoke an ethnic or sectarian 

backlash, they have not sparked the same kind of deadly cycle of retaliation that took 

place during 2006-2008. If anything, they have angered Iraqis, and driven the Iraqi 

government to cooperate more closely with US and Coalition forces. This reflects a 

relatively consistent trend in polling results shown in Figure 2.6, which illustrates 

steadily growing support for democracy and a significant amount of common support for 

both unity and political cooperation by both Sunnis and Shi‘ites. 

US officials and commanders warn, however, that the situation remains delicate. If the 

Iraqi political system does not produce more political accommodation and better 

governance, and if the Security Forces cannot do a better job of halting the bombings and 

suicide attacks by movements such as AQI  and Jaysh Rijal al-Tariq al-Naqshabandi 

(JRN), this patience may not endure. It is also important to understand that in spite of the 

massive drop in violence since the peaks of 2007 and early 2008, the average level of 

violence in Iraq since November 2008 has been roughly equal to that of the war in 

Afghanistan. And even with this decline in violence, Iraq has scarcely reached a level of 

security where Iraqi citizens feel they move freely throughout the country. 
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Figure 2.6: Iraqi Preferences for Type of Government and National Unity 

 
Views Towards National Unity  Which of the following structures do you believe Iraq should have in the future: 

one unified Iraq with central government in Baghdad, a group of regional states with their own regional 

governments and a federal government in Baghdad, or a country divided into separate independent states?  

 

                                                             Central                      Regional          Separate             No 

                                                        government                government           states          opinion 

All 

2/25/09  70  20 7  3 

2/20/08  66  23  9 1 

8/24/07  62  28  9  0 

3/5/07  58  28  14  1 

11/22/05  70  18  9  3 

2/28/04  79  14  4 3 

Sunni 

2/25/09  91  5  1  3 

2/20/08  95  3  2  1 

8/24/07  97 3  *  1 

3/5/07  97  2  1  0 

Shi’ite 

2/25/09  74  23  1  2 

2/20/08  67  31  1  1 

8/24/07  56  42  2  0 

3/5/07  41  40  19  0 

Kurdish 

2/25/09  18  39  39  3 

2/20/08  10  35  52  3 

8/24/07  9  42  49  * 

3/5/07  20  49  30  1 

 

There can be differences between the way government is set up in a country, called the political system. From 

the three options I am going to read to you, which one do you think would be best for Iraq now – strong leader, 

a government headed by one man for life; Islamic state, where politicians rule according to religious principles; 

or democracy, a government with a chance for the leader to be replaced from time to time? 

                                                            

         Strong leader                Islamic state                  Democracy    No Opinion 

All 

March 2009  14%  19  64 3 

March 2007  34  22  43 0 

November 2005 26 12 57 3 

February 2004 28 21 49 4 

Sunni Arabs 

March 2009  20  11  65  3 

March 2007  58  4  38 0 

Shi’ites 

March 2009  9  26  62 2 

March 2007  19  40  41 0 

Kurds 

March 2009  12  15  71 2 

March 2007  25  10  66 0 

 

Source: ABC Polling Unit, ―Iraq: Where Things Stand, Dramatic Advances Sweep Iraq, 
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The Role the US Can Play 

Iraqi politics and nationalism, along with the steady pace of withdrawal of US forces and 

the  decline in US influence, will increasingly limit what American forces can do. 

However, the US should offer Iraq as much military and security support as it can while 

US forces are still in Iraq. This includes maintaining as much security and intelligence 

support as it can provide.  

 

It may be tempting to downsize, to eliminate, or to reduce such aid too quickly and to 

focus instead on securing US withdrawal for cost and manpower reasons, or to create a 

―normal‖ embassy. But the US must resist this temptation. The situation in Iraq is still too 

unstable for the US not to maintain as strong a military aid effort as possible through 

2011.  Iraq it is still too unstable for the US to abandon its efforts to help institutionalize 

strong military, police, and intelligence forces through 2012 and beyond. It may also be 

easier to get Iraq to agree to these coordinated efforts than some think. Senior Iraqi 

officers made it clear in the spring and fall of 2009 that they want this type of aid and 

recognize that it is needed. Many Iraqi officers also see the need for a national, rather 

than a polarized, ISF, and that integrating officers from different groups into the security 

forces can be a powerful force in developing Iraqi unity. 

 

Iraq still needs continuing outside aid and support. The US should still provide Iraqi with 

a strong military and police advisory effort of the kind described in detail in Chapter 7.  

Sustained US military advisory teams, coupled with assistance and financial aid, will 

provide powerful tools in preventing the ethnic and sectarian polarization of the ISF, and 

in making it both a national and professional entity. Continuing such military, 

intelligence, and security assistance not only improves security directly but makes it 

easier and more secure to negotiate with remaining insurgent elements 

 

Sharing intelligence is another powerful tool, and the US should offer Iraq continued 

joint intelligence support. It also should provide support from specialized platforms like 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles, and advanced signals 

and communications intelligence assets as long as Iraq needs them, and Special Forces or 

intelligence cadres as needed. Many of these assets could operate covertly or from 

outside Iraq. 

 

At the same time, US diplomatic and civil aid organizations should continue their efforts 

to heal Iraq‘s internal divisions.  The US should show that it is not abandoning the Sunnis 

who supported it in Anbar, Baghdad, and other provinces during the Awakening. This is 

not simply a matter of applying pressure on the Iraqi government to create new jobs for 

the Sons of Iraq; it means continuing to reach out to Sunni leaders at the national and 

local levels, providing some form of continuing aid and contact, and doing so in ways 

that assure Arab Shi‘ites that the US is supporting Iraq‘s national unity. So far, the US 

has focused too narrowly on the issue of the Sons, paying too little attention to the tribal 

and local leaders who participated in the struggle against Al Qa‘ida. They can still turn 

against a Shi‘ite-dominated government in favor of neo-Ba‘athist and anti-US leaders. 
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The US should consider creating a consulate or regional US aid teams to replace the 

PRTs in the Sunni areas of the north like Ninewa, Diyala, and Anbar in order to reach out 

to and work with local Sunni leaders. It is possible that such activity can be managed 

from Baghdad, but experience indicates that specialized, on-the-scene efforts can be more 

effective and can produce lasting contacts and human relationships while building greater 

trust. 

Once again, much depends on how much flexibility and support future Iraqi governments 

would give to such a mission. It also, however, will depend on the way the US uses such 

efforts.  If implemented, such US aid activities must clearly be in support of the Iraqi 

government and transparently serve Iraq‘s interests in development, political 

accommodation, and counterterrorism/counterinsurgency. If the US can obtain Iraqi 

government support for such activities, it should tailor any consulate or regional aid 

teams to provide the equivalent of PRT services to the Arab north and west in ways that 

help the Sunnis, and help reduce Arab-Kurd and Sunni-Shi‘ite tensions.  

The US should not phase out all aid too quickly in areas where there are ethnic and 

sectarian fault lines. Limited amounts of aid can be used to enhance dialogue, bridge 

differences, and engender the kind of positive actions that can bring various sides 

together in political accommodation. The Embassy will need the resources and flexibility 

to use such tools quickly and easily, and to enhance negotiations as well as provide more 

conventional types of aid. The Obama Administration and the Congress need to 

understand that past mistakes in aid efforts and current financial pressures are not a 

rationale for cutting aid so quickly and so severely that it jeopardizes all that has been 

accomplished since the beginning of the surge.   

Finally the US must encourage Iraq to develop a Sunni-Shi‘ite balance in key 

government institutions and in the Iraqi security forces that will help achieve stable 

political accommodation. Part of this effort means working to help displaced Iraqis create 

a new life in Iraq. The seriousness of this problem is illustrated both by the ―de-

Ba‘athification‖ disputes that purged a significant number of Sunnis from the ballot for 

the 2010 election and by the internally displaced persons (IDB) problem summarized in 

Figure 2.7.  

The UN High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR) reported in January 2009 that 

approximately 2.65 million Iraqis remain displaced inside Iraq, and approximately 1.90 

million Iraqis are refugees residing outside Iraq.
52

 This situation did not improved by 

early 2010. SIGIR estimated that 1.7 million Iraqi refugees still lived outside Iraq’s 

borders, although it cautioned that the numbers were uncertain because not all refugees 

had registered. About 74% of the registered and active refugee population lived in Syria, 

where refugees faced mounting difficulties because they were too disperse to get 

UNHCR aid and because they were barred from working in Syria.
 53
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 Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR), Quarterly Report to the United States 

Congress, (Public Law 108-106, as amended, and Public Law 95-452), October 30, 2009, pp. 80-81. 
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 Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR), Quarterly Report to the United States 

Congress, (Public Law 108-106, as amended, and Public Law 95-452), January 30, 2010, pp. 70-72. 
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SIGIR estimated that 2.9 million more IDPs were displaced within Iraq’s borders. They 

were protected by international human rights law, and humanitarian law in situations of 

armed conflict, but not protected by international refugee law because they had not 

crossed an international border. One-fifth of IDPs in Iraq were estimated to be living in 

public buildings or shelters, and two-thirds of such families did not have an employed 

member.
 54

 

The US had made efforts to provide aid to displaced Iraqis, and to allow peaceful 

Ba‘athists and Sunnis to return to Iraq, but success has been limited. The US reported in 

early 2010 that,  

The small scale return of internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees continues.  Security 

gains have been an important factor enabling IDPs and an increasing number of refugee families 

to return. As of its latest update in September 2009, the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees (UNHCR) estimates that more than 375,000 Iraqi IDPs and refugees have returned to 

Iraq since the beginning of 2008. Of this total, an estimated 85% are IDPs. Approximately 56% of 

the total number of returnees, since the beginning of 2008, returned to Baghdad. There are 

approximately one million Iraqis that remain displaced in Iraq from the Saddam era as a result of 

his policies. The total number of Iraqis internally displaced since 2006, when sectarian violence 

escalated, currently stands at about 1.5 million.
 55

 

However, new displacement in Baghdad and elsewhere in Iraq has slowed considerably.  The 

population of Iraqi refugees in neighboring countries is relatively stable. There are 295,000 Iraqis 

refugees registered with UNHCR and likely a significant number of unregistered refugees. It is 

difficult to determine the exact number of refugees because they are dispersed in urban areas. 

Shelter remains a high priority for Iraq‘s IDPs, particularly the estimated 40% who rented their 

homes and have nowhere to return. The International Organization for Migration estimates that 

22% of Iraqi IDPs live in collective settlements, public buildings or other makeshift housing.  

However, the number of IDPs living in tented camps remains extremely small, making an accurate 

overall census difficult to produce.  Voluntary registration is the only method of tracking this 

fragmented population.
 56

 

The GoI has taken only modest steps to support the return of displaced Iraqis, though 

recentefforts—in line with the government‘s increased emphasis on national unity—have been 

positive. The GoI recently named a senior advisor in PM Maliki‘s office as a coordinator on 

refugee and IDP issues in an effort to harness government resources. Recent PM orders have also 

increased financial obligations, ordered government bodies to work together on returns efforts, and 

given physical access to their properties. Still, implementation of the orders has lagged and the 

Ministry of Displacement and Migration lacks resources and capacity. Beyond this, budget 

shortfalls, high unemployment, low private sector growth, severe housing shortage, poor 

government services, and a contested – though improving – security picture also hinder progress. 

Attempts to engage Iraqi refugees, as well as Syria and Jordan, on the return of a largely Sunni 
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refugee population, meanwhile, remain a low priority, limiting returns of those Iraqis outside the 

country.
 57

 

The US needs to examine whether a more intense diplomatic effort and more aid could 

accelerate this process and what other steps it could take.
58

 The US got rid of much of 

Iraq‘s secular and nationalist core when when it empowered Shi‘ite exile and religious 

parties following the invasion in 2003. The US has not been as proactive in helping Sunni 

refugees return as it should be, and still seems to underestimate the number of Iraqi 

Sunnis and other ―Ba‘athists‖ who are really secular nationalists that only supported 

Saddam to survive – and who may provide key skills essential to economic growth and 

political governance. The US may currently be unable to do much more than it is already 

doing, but it should constantly seek to expand its efforts. 
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the Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252) 
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 SIGIR reports that Most U.S. programs to assist Iraqi refugees and IDPs are implemented through 

multinational partners, such as the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the International 

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). In FY 2009, the DoS Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration 
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all of Iraq’s 18 provinces, of which nearly $76.4 million is supporting FY 2010 programs.332 In FY 2010, 

OFDA has obligated an additional $3 million for humanitarian programs. 
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Figure 2.7: Iraqi Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons in 2009 

 

 
Source: Special Inspector General for Iraq Reconstruction (SIGIR), Quarterly Report to the United States 

Congress, (Public Law 108-106, as amended, and Public Law 95-452), October 30, 2009. p. 91. 
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3. The Uncertain Security and Politics of the South 

The South has become more secure in military terms and some aspects of its politics have 

become more stable. It too, however, still presents risks. Once again, there are a mix of 

threats posed by insurgent and radical groups as well threats posed by internal political 

instability. 

The Sadrist and Shi’ite Extremist Threat 

The threat posed by Shi‘ite extremists and Sadrists has already been described earlier in 

Figures III.2 and III. 3. The patterns in Shi‘ite violence during 2006-2008 are shown in 

Figure 3.1. These data show that there has been a steady reduction in the level of 

violence and the military threat in the South – as do recent Department of Defense reports 

on Iraq. 

US Assessments of Current Trends 

Trends in violence and threat levels have been tracked closely an published in 

unclassified US assessments. The Department of Defense reported in March 2009 that:
 
 

…Most of the Shi‘ite militants that formerly belonged to the Jaysh al-Mahdi (JAM) militia are 

transitioning away from violence due to organizational changes and ISF pressure, although some 

Shi‘ite militants, particularly those in the Promised Day Brigade (PDB), Asa‘ib Ahl-Haqq (AAH), 

and Kata‘ib Hizbollah (KH), continue attacks against U.S. forces.  

…Levels of explosively-formed penetrator (EFP) incidents remain low and are consistent with 

those seen in early 2006.  With so many key extremist militant leaders detained, exiled, killed, or 

driven into hiding, multiple intelligence reports indicate the remaining lower- level fighters are 

struggling to obtain and place EFPs to execute attacks.  

Increased border and clearing operations in southern and central Iraq also disrupt the movement 

and storage of EFP components to Shi‘ite militants.  Over the past four months, intelligence 

reports suggest arms and component facilitators are experiencing increasing difficulties in 

transiting the borders and accessing caches.  However, those individuals and munitions that do 

make it into Iraq from Iran frequently have more sophisticated weapons and better training.   

…ISF and Coalition forces continue to target Shi‘ite extremist groups, impeding their operations.  

Nevertheless, leaders of these groups still trickle back into the country, maintaining a low profile 

to avoid attracting the attention of ISF and Coalition forces.  Muqtada al-Sadr‘s primary objectives 

remain transforming the Sadrist movement and public outreach, in an attempt to repair the 

movement‘s negative public image in preparation for national elections.   

Muqtada al-Sadr‘s statements…continue to convey anti-western and anti-Coalition sentiment but 

have become increasingly conciliatory toward the GoI.  The recent increased public outreach is 

intended to draw Shi‘ite back to his movement, undermine opposition groups, and demonstrate his 

personal control over the Sadrist support base.
 59

   

The Department reported in August 2009 that: 

Muqtada al-Sadr‘s primary objectives remain transforming the Sadrist movement and public 

outreach, in an attempt to repair the movement‘s negative public image in preparation for national 
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elections.  Muqtada al-Sadr‘s statements in January and March 2009 continue to convey anti-

western and anti-Coalition sentiment but have become increasingly conciliatory toward the GoI.  

The recent increased public outreach is intended to draw Shi‘ite back to his movement, undermine 

opposition groups, and demonstrate his personal control over the Sadrist support base.   

Sadr‘s focus has been on transforming his JAM militia into the social, religious, and cultural 

group, al Mumahiddun.  He has pursued a parallel effort in developing his militia wing, the PDB, 

which continues to slowly develop.  While al Mumahiddun claims to be non-violent, the PDB has  

shown they have the capability to conduct attacks and has recently published video of attacks for 

which they claim responsibility. 

Sadr maintains his focus on reestablishing his importance through the growth of al Mumahiddun 

and by using the PDB‘s continued militancy to recruit disenfranchised militants from his rival 

AAH.  This effort is intended to unite those opposed to the presence of Coalition forces.  Shi‘ite 

extremist groups, including PDB, AAH, and KH continue to be plagued with internal problems, 

including personal rivalries, disagreements over plans, policy and direction, confusion over orders 

and operations, and the continued absence of leadership in Iraq, leaving them susceptible to 

increased ISF and Coalition targeting.   

Shi‘ite militant groups remain the primary threat to southern Iraq.  During the last quarter, AAH 

and KH experienced difficulties in maintaining their networks and conducting operations in 

southern Iraq, while PDB struggled to solidify leadership and establish an operational capacity.  

AAH must compete with Sadr, keep members from leaving for the Mumahiddun or PDB, and 

avoid targeting by ISF.  KH continues to suffer from degraded operational capability and the 

detention of leadership and lethal aid facilitators, but they are determined to rebuild.  Leaders from 

both groups have attempted to return to Iraq from Iran, only to encounter unfavorable operating 

conditions.  ISF control and positive presence in the Shi‘ite South helps ensure violence maintains 

a downward trend.  Despite the improving security environment, Shi‘ite militant groups seek to 

reconstitute their damaged networks and demonstrate their capabilities through low- level residual 

violence.  The lead-up to provincial elections saw tensions among areas in the mountains and have 

not led to significant numbers of refugees or collateral damage.  

On March 31, 2009, U.S. forces took responsibility for Multi-National Division-Southeast as 

British forces transition home through the end of July 2009.  Increased attacks on Contingency 

Operating Base (COB) Basra are anticipated as militias attempt to give the appearance that they 

have forced the British out of Iraq once again.
 60

   

The Department‘s October 2009 report was equally positive: 

Most of the Shi‘a militants that formerly belonged to the Jaysh al-Mahdi militia are transitioning 

away from violence because of organizational changes and ISF pressure. Notably, the Shi‘a 

militant group Asaib Ahl al-Haqq is currently in discussion with the GoI regarding national 

reconciliation and has ordered its members to suspend attacks. But some Shi‘a militants, 

particularly those in the Promised Day Brigade and Kata‘ib Hizbollah, continue to attack U.S.  

forces. Recent HPAs have reinforced the fact that even a small number of attacks from extremist, 

insurgent, or militant groups can have an impact on the political environment. 

Regardless of these notable HPAs during July and August 2009, security incidents throughout Iraq 

continue to show a decreasing trend and remain at the lowest levels in more than five years. Many 
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factors, including economic development, the provision of social services, border controls, and 

ethnic tensions, are increasingly dominant elements of overall security.
61

 

The Department‘s report of January 2010, however, did not reflect further progress, and it 

made clear that Iran still plays a role in supporting Shi‘ite militant and extremist groups: 

Iraqi and U.S. forces continue to target Shi‘a militant groups, hindering their operations, andthese 

groups are increasingly pursuing their goals in the Iraq political process. Muqtada al- Sadr’s 

objectives have not changed with regard to transforming the Sadrist movement, especially as the 

2010 national elections draw closer. Sadr continues to convey anti-western and anti-U.S. 

sentiments while transforming what was formerly the Jaysh al-Mahdi (JAM) into the social, 

religious, and cultural group, al Mumahiddun. Sadr‘s militant wing, the PDB, continues to expand 

and become more active, checked somewhat by ISF and U.S. force targeting. Notwithstanding the 

AAH cease-fire and overall degradation of KH and PDB, attacks are still being conducted 

primarily against ISF and U.S. forces. The Shi‘a militant groups, however, are still plagued with 

internal conflicts of plans and policy and an absence of senior leadership.
62

 

... Levels of monthly explosively-formed penetrator (EFP) incidents have slightly decreased 

compared to (June-August The low attack levels are primarily attributed to reduced exposure of 

U.S. forces as targets. ISF and U.S. forces security and targeting operations have reduced Shi‘a 

extremists‘ ability to smuggle materials both into and within Iraq, and to emplace EFPs and IEDs. 

However, the IEDs that are successful tend to be more sophisticated and the extremists using them 

are better trained. Iran will likely continue providing Shi‘a proxy groups in Iraq with funding and 

lethal aid, calibrating support based on several factors, including Iran‘s assessment of U.S. force 

posture during redeployment and the likelihood of Iranian sympathizers being elected in 2010. 

Iran will also continue to conduct soft power operations in Iraq with specific focus on Iraqi 

religious and economic interests. 

Key Shi’ite Groups 

Several important Shi‘ite groups remained hostile or problematic:
63

 

Shi‘a militants have reorganized themselves into three different entities. Many have transitioned 

away from violence due to organizational changes and ISF pressure. Trained and funded by Iran, 

the Promised Day Brigade (PDB) (the reorganized militant arm of Muqtada al-Sadr‘s movement) 

and Kata‘ib Hizbollah (KH), continue to attack U.S. forces. Shi‘a militant group, Asaib Ahl al-

Haqq (AAH), is in serious discussions with the GoI concerning reconciliation and has taken some 

significant first steps. The ISF have the lead in operations in Iraq, and U.S. forces now act in 

supporting roles, both partnering with and enabling the ISF as the military jointly impedes AQI‘s 

and other insurgents‘ and militants‘ freedom of movement and re-supply capabilities. 

US  and other experts disagree on the nature of the shifting alignments of Shi‘ite militias, 

over how much the Sadrist movement is still a threat, and over the prospects for lasting 
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political accommodation.
64

 These arguments make a detailed analysis of current 

alignments very uncertain, but US experts identify three key groups. 

 The Promised Day Brigade was formed by Sadr in June 2008. He called upon breakaway groups 

from his militia, including elements of the Special Groups, to join the brigade. He said that it 

would now only attack US targets, but called upon his supporters to gather  for prayers in Baghdad 

square to oppose the U.S.-Iraqi strategic agreement. Few reliable unclassified data are available, 

and activity seems low, but some attacks continue in the south and US and GoI forces have raided 

Promised Day Brigade facilities and cells. 

 Asa'ib Ahl al-Haqq (the League of the Righteous) has previously been the source of significant 

numbers of Explosively Formed Penetrator and Improvised Explosive Device attacks, as well as 

kidnappings and sectarian killings. It has also had substantial Iranian backing. Leaders like Laith 

Khazali -- the brother of Qais Khazali, who founded the group in 2006 after tensions with Sadr, -- 

began negotiations with the GoI in March 2009. These developments only came, however, after 

AAH had taken British hostages and launched major attacks on Coalition and Iraqi forces, 

including a key attack on the Karbala Provincial Joint Coordination Center in January 2007. This 

attack on US and Iraqi forces led to the capture of Qais Khazali, Laith Khazali, and Ali Mussa 

Daqduq (from the Lebanese Hezbollah) in a raid in Basra in March 2007. The negotiations 

resulted in a ceasefire in June 2009 and AAH registered as a political party in August. Since that 

time, experts have debated how lasting these shifts in the group‘s alignments are to be. 

 The Kata'ib Hezbollah or Hezbollah Brigades have been active since 2007, and is another splinter 

group from Sadr and the Mahdi Army. Katai'b Hezbollah is a separate and independent 

organization and is not part of the Mahdi Army and its Special Groups. It too receives funding, 

training, and equipment from the Quds Force. The US state department has also claimed 

Hezbollah provided weapons and training for the group.  It puts videos of attacks against 

American forces on the internet, and has been the subject of US and Iraqi Forces raids.  It has 

conducted numerous IED bombings, mortar, rocket and RPG attacks, and sniper operations, on US 

and Iraqi Forces and aid workers. Current activity levels appear low. 

The fact that various radical elements and special groups are less active does not mean 

they will remain so, or cannot be further radicalized and become far more violent in the 

future. Many of these groups have not abandoned their arms, and armed groups generally 

continue at least some form of paramilitary training.  

Iran continues to provide limited amounts arms, funds, and training for Shi‘ite militant 

groups. Members of the Iranian Al Quds force and intelligence also continue to be 

present it Iraq. This Iranian behavior currently appears to be more opportunistic than part 

of a targeted effort to subvert the Iraqi government. Nevertheless, it helps keep Shi‘ite 

militias and insurgent groups active and gives Iran another card to play in its efforts to 

win influence over Iraq.
65

 This also allows Iran to play a waiting game to see what new 

opportunities may emerge, and whether US withdrawal is followed by a meaningful US-

Iraq strategic partnership and an effective Iraqi government or by some form of power 

vacuum that Iran can exploit. 
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Figure 3.1: Shi’ite Militia and Insurgent Violence during 2007-2008 

 

Source: General David H. Petraeus, ―Iraq Update,‖ October 7, 2008 
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The Evolving Impact of the January 2009 Provincial Elections 

The Iraqi provincial elections in early 2009 had an important impact in bringing greater 

stability to the South. The elections strongly favored Maliki and the more secular, 

nationalist parties. Virtually every incumbent faction in the south was replaced. As a 

result, the politics of the South have become notably less religious, many weak or corrupt 

incumbents have been removed, and the parties elected were ones that have shown little 

if any kind of Shi‘ite federalism.   

Shi’ite Disunity at the National Level 

This stability, however, has been relative.  The coming election can do as much to divide 

the Shi‘ites and Iraq as it can to unite it. For example, the Islamic Supreme Council of 

Iraq (ISCI) reacted to the success of Maliki‘s State of Law party (SoL) in the provincial 

elections by forming a Shi‘ite electoral alliance that could challenge Maliki in the 

national elections.  In late August the ISCI teamed up with Sadrist parties to form the 

Iraqi National Alliance (INA). This alliance had a number of leaders with ties to Iran, or 

who had been in exile in Iran, and its main parties have received significant support from 

the Iranian government.  Some of the negotiations on founding the INA were also held in 

Tehran.
66

   

Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki negotiated with the INA, but failed to reach a settlement 

after months of negotiations with his former coalition partners. Reports indicate that these 

talks collapsed because of ―Maliki‘s demand for a majority of seats in Parliament and 

assurances that he would be the group‘s candidate for Prime Minister.‖
67

  In the process, 

he rejected the advice of Iraq‘s senior Shi‘ite clerics to remain in a united Shi‘ite 

coalition as well as Iranian efforts to maintain a Shi‘ite bloc and oppose a more national 

structure in Iraqi politics and in the Iraqi government. 

Maliki then restructured the State of Law Party he had created for the provincial elections 

in January 2009. In October, he announced that he would compete independently on a 

nationalist ticket. In the period before this announcement, he a made a major effort to 

keep the support of his faction of the Dawa Party and win the support of Shi‘ites who 

wanted a strong national, and more secular, Shi‘ite leader.  

The ―new‖ State of Law Party adopted a nationalist, pan-ethnic platform, stressing Iraqi 

unity over sectarian politics.  In addition to Maliki‘s faction of the Dawa party, it 

included a number of smaller Sunni and secular parties, and even a few Kurdish parties.  

The SoL coalition did not, however, contain any major national parties likely to attract 

large blocs of votes.
68

  Many had expected some to join the coalition, particularly because 
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the two groups appeared to have had a tacit electoral alliance during the provincial 

elections but SOL did not end up including any of the main Sunni Awakening Parties.
69

   

Electoral politics withstanding, Maliki still has significant advantages, for he controls 

much of the government and the ISF. He also scored significant political gains after he 

launched the military operation in Basra in early 2008, and defeated the Sadrist resistance 

in Baghdad. He has since tried to show that he is a strong, decisive national leader who 

can bring security, that he can do so with little or no help from the US, and that he is now 

the strongest political force in Iraq. 

Maliki does face serious challenges, however, and his current position does not guarantee 

him victory and power in the future. He only came to power in the first place because the 

previous Prime Minister, Ibrahim al-Jafari, was seen as too involved in Iraq‘s sectarian 

strife and too ineffectual, and because Sadr blocked the choice of Adel Abdul Mahdi.  

Maliki has alienated at least some voters who supported him after his victories over 

Shi‘ite insurgents in 2007 and 2008 by seeking power so aggressively, and altering the 

command structure of the ISF in his favor. He has also distanced himself to some degree 

from Iraq‘s Shi‘ite clerics – who called for him to stay in the Shi‘ite coalition. A 

February 2009 poll found that 42% of Shi‘ites, 47% of Sunnis, and 32% of Kurds felt he 

was concentrating too much power in his office. Maliki has also experienced growing 

problems in dealing with other parties and the Council of the Republic. 

The Iraqi National Alliance, however, has also experienced mixed success. Its influence 

grew after the Moqtada al–Sadr faction realigned itself with the Iraqi National Alliance, 

but at the same time, it was weakened by the fact that the Islamic Supreme Council of 

Iraq (ISCI) performed so poorly in the provincial elections in January 2009.  

The ISCI also grew weaker after its leader, Sayyed Abdul Aziz al-Hakim, died of cancer 

in August of 2009, although the full impact of his death remains to be seen.  Abdul‘s son, 

Ammar al-Hakim, was quickly nominated to take over ISCI.
70

  However, as previous 

chapters have mentioned, Abdul is an untested leader and it is unclear whether he will be 

able to exert the same influence as his father.   

Abdul is a religious leader and not a politician. It does not appear that he will lead ISCI‘s 

electoral alliance (the Iraqi National Alliance) in the upcoming national election, and he 

is a religious figure rather than a logical candidate for Prime Minister. Other ISCI leaders 

like Adel Abdul Mahdi are potential rivals – although his reputation has been somewhat 

damaged by the fact that several of his bodyguards were convicted of killing security 

officers in a bank robbery. 

No one can rule out some kind of future alliance between the SoL and INA, although 

many observers feel Maliki might not be able to stay Prime Minister. It now seems, 

however, that most of the major political parties have chosen sides for the upcoming 

elections.   
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The three main Kurdish parties will run as one bloc and almost certainly capture a large 

percentage of the Kurdish vote.  The SoL will run on a nationalist platform, and will 

likely pick up some smaller parties and perhaps some medium sized Sunni parties.  And 

finally, the INA will run as a Shi‘ite party, with tacit backing from Iran.  However, a 

number of Sunni, nationalist, and secular parties remained uncommitted as of October 

2009. This means that there will be continued political maneuvering in efforts to win the 

national elections through early March 2010, and what then may be another six months of 

maneuvering to form stable coalitions and governments.   

Shi’ite Disunity at the Provincial Level 

As was the case with the Kurds and Arab Sunnis, national politics are only part of the 

story. The parties in each province have jockeyed for positions ever since the election, 

with most provinces having selected governors by May. Despite its gains, Maliki‘s State 

of Law Party had mixed success in forming coalitions and electing governors in the 

recent provincial elections.  For the most part, SoL has sought to form coalitions in order 

to exclude and minimize the power of its main rival, ISCI, which is led by the Hakim 

faction and is the largest Shi‘ite part in the Council of the Republic.  Only in Basra did 

the State of Law have enough seats to govern without forming a coalition. Nonetheless, 

SoL was able to form a ruling coalition in every province except Muthana.  

As Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show, the present coalitions and politics in each province 

vary widely, and each is now the source of local political struggles in the run-up to the 

national election. Maliki was able to form a number of coalitions that had ―a clear and 

aggressive anti-ISCI edge‖ in Babel, Qadisiyya and Dhi Qar, yet worked with ISCI to 

varying degrees in Maysan and Wasit.
71

 At the same time, the ruling SoL coalition was 

given both ISCI and Sadrist representatives important committee assignments in some 

provincial councils like Karbala when they had power to give out all committee 

assignments to representatives from their coalition.  The relationship remains competitive 

but not necessarily contemptuous.
72

 

It is too soon to determine what this means in terms of regional politics. The newly 

elected leaders only took office during late March to early April, and most have little real 

experience with governance and politics.  They must also deal with the present central 

government – with heavy ISCI/Hakim influence -- until the national elections take place. 

Until that time, provincial power struggles will interact with both parliamentary politics 

and national politics. 

Moreover, the formation of the Iraqi National Alliance may upset the provincial council 

coalitions discussed above.  While still in flux as of September 2009, if Sadrist parties 

remove support from the SoL in provincial councils, several of the governing coalitions 
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that SoL formed may fall apart.  SoL could lose some of the provincial governorships it 

now has, particularly in Najaf, Dhi Qar and Muthana.
73

 

 

Figure 3.2: The Evolving Politics of the South 

Babel 

Ruling coalition: SoL, ―Noble‖ Sadrists, Allawi, Jafari, locals 

Opposition: ISCI 

The Governor, Hasan al-Zarqani, is a ―Maliki-friendly independent  . . . with support also from 

Sadrists and Iraqiyya, with ISCI abstaining.‖  Kadum Majid Tuman, a Sadrist, is the council 

chairman. 

Basra 

Ruling coalition: SoL 

The provincial council chairman, Jabbar Amin, and the new governor, Dr. Sheltagh Aboud 

Sherad, are Maliki allies and were selected by SoL. 

Dhi Qar 

Ruling coalition: SoL, ―Noble‖ Sadrists, Jafari 

Opposition: ISCI 

Unclear: Fadilah 

The governor, Taleb al-Hassan, is from the Dawa party, and the council chairman, Qusai al-Ibadi, 

is a Sadrist.   

Karbala 

Ruling coalition: SoL, Amal al-Rafidayn (a faction of SoL), Habbubi (an independent party with 

one seat) 

Opposition: ISCI, Sadrists 

The Sadrist Mohammed Hamid al Musawi was elected chairman of the council, and Amaleddin 

Majeed Hameed Kadhem (known as Amal ad-Din al-Hir) from Dawa was elected governor. 

Maysan 

Ruling coalition: SoL, ISCI 

Opposition: Sadrists, Jafari 

SoL chose to ally with ISCI in Maysan, running counter to its strategy followed in most southern 

provinces.  Muhammad al-Sudani of the Dawa party is governor, Hashim al-Shawki of ISCI‘s 

Hizballah wing is council chairman. 

Muthanna 

Ruling coalition: ISCI, Locals 

Opposition: SoL, Jafari, Sadrists, Locals 
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The governor of Muthana, Ibrahim al-Mayyali, was listed as a SoL member but switched to ISCI 

upon taking office.  The council chairman is Abd al-Latyif Abbas al-Hasani, from ISCI. 

Najaf 

Ruling coalition: SoL, Locals, 

Opposition: ISCI, Sadrists 

Unclear: Jafari 

The council chairman, Fayad al-Shamari, was selected by SoL.  The governor is Adnan Abd 

Khudeir al-Zarfi, an independent, although his appointment is being legally challenged by ISCI. 

Qadisiyah 

Ruling coalition: SoL, Allawi 

Opposition: ISCI, Jafari, Sadrists, Fadilah 

Both the council chairman, Jubeir al-Juburi, and governor, Salim Hussein are from Dawa.   

Wasit 

Ruling coalition: SoL, ISCI 

Opposition: Sadrists, Allawi, Local DawaBabel 

Lateef Hamad al-Tarfa was re-appointed governor by Dawa.  The council chairman, Mahmoud 

Abdulrida Talal, was named by ISCI.
 74

 

Source: This list is adopted from two sources: Meyerson, Thomas.  ―Provincial Governments in Southern Iraq.‖  

Institute for the Study of War.  May 28 2009. http://www.understandingwar.org/files/Backgrounder_41.pdf; and Visser, 
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Figure 3.3: Provincial Governorships by Party 

 

Source: SIGIR, Quarterly Report and Semi-Annual Report to the United States Congress (30 July 2009) 
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The South Remains Fragmented 

Shi‘ite politics, and the risk of some new form of sectarian fighting, are scarcely the only 

challenges involved in Iraqi reconstruction. Government capacity at the regional and 

local level in Southern Iraq remains fragmented, and varies sharply by individual area 

and faction. State Department surveys show slow progress in modernizing and 

rehabilitating infrastructure (although some is good). It reports high levels of 

unemployment in many areas, limited investment and industrial activity, and serious and 

growing problems in irrigation and modernization of the agricultural sector. 

 The regional elections did not make a political transition; they only began one. The realignment of 

players, shift in power and patronage, forming of coalitions, and practical power of the governor 

and local officials will evolve steadily until the national elections and probably for six months 

afterwards. 

 There are still significant numbers of Sunnis and other minorities living in Shi‘ite areas in the 

South, and there are still serious Sunni-Shi‘ite tensions and Shi‘ite minority enclaves in Diyala and 

other central provinces. At the same time, many of the past tensions seem to have been resolved 

by cuts in the level of insurgent activity, migration into divided areas, and acceptance of minority 

status and the status quo. Clashes and tensions can still break out at any time, but the pressure 

seems to have eased. 

 Shi‘ites in general seem to welcome foreign businesses and private enterprise more than Sunnis, 

particularly in the West and in areas with serious Ba‘athist ties. This includes many of the younger 

mainstream clergy. The Sadrists, however, have been far more populist.  They remain tied to 

religious welfare programs and continue to hold anti-Western and anti-US views. Any 

generalization is dangerous, particularly where opinion depends heavily on what a given group or 

faction gets rather than an acceptance of market forces, and where the global economic crisis will 

increase economic pressure. 

 Governance and government services remain weak throughout the South. Transparency and 

accountability remain weak at every level of government, although they are slowing improving. 

 The future development of Iraq‘s petroleum resources remains highly controversial, and there still 

is considerable fear of foreign penetration and exploitation – fear the Sadrists are certain to 

exacerbate. Many Iraqis, including Sunnis, still believe that the US went to war to seize Iraqi oil. 

This is compounded by the fact that some 74% of Shi‘ites (89% of Sunnis) do not trust US 

occupation forces, and 44% of Shi‘ites (65% of Sunnis) believe the US still somehow controls 

Iraq rather than the Iraqi government. 

 Iraqis expect foreign governments to intervene actively in support of their national companies, and 

to some extent see foreign companies as an extension of their national governments. This may 

make it easer for ―non-threatening countries,‖ and their business, although Iraqis who support 

foreign businesses may favor the most powerful country or simply follow the money. Given the 

general populist character of the Sadrist movement, and the past history of colonial exploitation, it 

is also important to remember that the mainstream ―quietest‖ Shi‘ite clergy will judge behavior 

heavily on the basis of social and charitable activity, and much more depends on whether local and 

tribal leaders feel they have gotten their share, as opposed to whether people share broad 

nationalist feelings. 

 The Iranian footprint in the South is complex and opportunistic. Iran still supports militia groups, 

targeted investment, religious activity, and supports both the Sadrists (which seems to be a 

diminishing contingency support) and the ISCI/Hakim faction. Iran seems to have notably less 

success with the Maliki faction and with the more nationalist and secular groups. Iran is most 

present in the border area and Basra, but has a presence in Najaf and Karbala. Depending on the 

level of US-Iranian tension, Iran will seek to limit any US commercial influence, and could use its 

Al Quds force to try to make US business and commercial activities a target. 
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 Demographics and population growth will be a sustained problem as will unemployment. The 

Economist estimates youth unemployment at 26%, and that 40% of all household members are 

under 15 years of age. 

None of these issues provide clear causes for an outbreak of large-scale sectarian or intra-

Shi‘ite violence, and Sadr‘s militias are not the only Shi‘ite forces that have seen a 

decline in their military capabilities. Sadr‘s organization is no longer a major militia, 

although it still has significant influence in some elements of the Army and police. 

Nevertheless, Shi‘ite struggles over control of Sadr City in Baghdad and Basra are 

particularly sensitive issues and it is not clear what will happen in Basra when US troops 

depart. Iran also continues to maintain contacts with every Shi‘ite faction, and continues 

to train and equip militia forces, including hard-line splinter groups and elements of the 

Mahdi Army. 

The Shi‘ite heartland in the South has also been relatively quiet, although there are still 

important signs of insecurity. This is reflected in a SIGIR analysis of security in each 

province in the fall of 2009:
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Babylon: PRT Babylon reported that public reaction in Babylon to the June 30 redeployment of 

U.S. forces was muted, and the popular mood was a mix of ―indifference‖ and ―apprehension‖ 

over security. The PRT characterized provincial security as ―good‖ and the province as ―stable,‖ 

but also reported a slight uptick in roadside bombs in July. Also in July, unknown gunmen 

attacked police in two different incidents, and an SOI checkpoint came under fire. In August, 8 car 

bombs exploded (killing 3 and wounding 39), a grenade exploded at the office of the Iraqi 

National Stream party, gunmen killed the brother of a ministry director, and the PRT reported 

potential for an increase in tribal disputes.  One local politician warned that late payments to SOI 

members could jeopardize security. The PRT reported that the rise in violence represented a 

change from previous quarters. Babylon had been relatively safe—safe enough that less than half 

of the IDPs residing in the province told pollsters that they wanted to return home, though a 

portion hoped to resettle in a third location. Despite the deteriorating security situation, the Shia 

holiday of Shabaniya was celebrated without a significant security incident 

Qadissiya: The PRT reported that Qadissiya enjoyed a relatively stable security environment, 

though this quarter there was an apparent assassination attempt on the director general for 

agriculture. The province is secure enough that almost half of the province‘s IDP population 

reported that they hoped to stay in Qadissiya despite poor infrastructure and limited job 

opportunities. 

Kerbala: PRT Kerbala reported that security concerns remained low this quarter. There were two 

roadside bombs, but neither caused damage or injury. Similarly, no security problems were 

reported during the Shia holy day of Shabaniya, which drew an estimated six million to seven 

million pilgrims to the province‘s main shrine. Th e ISF implemented a successful security plan 

that included an additional 20,000 security personnel, emergency medical support, and air 

surveillance.  

Najaf: The PRT reported that security incidents were rare in Najaf this quarter, but noted that its 

movements were limited in some areas, such as the old city of Najaf and nearby Kufa, due to the 

influence of Iran and the presence of the Mahdi Army, the armed wing of Shia cleric Muqtada al-

Sadr‘s party. 
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Muthana: PRT Muthanna reported that the security situation in the province remained calm this 

quarter.  

Thi-Qar: Thi-Qar had few security incidents this quarter, though local police found caches of 

weapons and defused bombs. Despite the success touted in the arrest of the sheik on corruption 

charges, the PRT reported that the province‘s chief judge complained that provincial police and 

judges did not know how to use technology to build cases and did not cooperate with one another. 

Missan: The PRT reported an ―improved yet irregular‖ security situation that included more 

willingness by Iraqi Police escorts to assist in movements around the province. However it 

reported continuing small arms fire directed against the U.S. military‘s FOB. 

Basra: There were few security incidents in Basrah this quarter, with only three incidents 

occurring in which more than two people were killed, including the murder of two minority 

Mandaeans. The PRT reported that COB Basrah continued this quarter to receive indirect fire and 

that one such attack had killed three soldiers in July. Military movements also came under attack. 

The PRT noted a need for additional troops to secure movements and allow the PRT to move 

during the 2010 elections 

The Department of Defense provided a similar assessment in a January 2010 report, 

Reporting from the southern provinces remains positive, and the population supports the GoI‘s 

security initiatives, preferring relative normalcy to lawlessness and violence. Shi‘a militant groups 

remain the primary threat to southern Iraq. KH has experienced difficulties in maintaining its 

networks and conducting operations in southern Iraq, while the tentatively reconciling AAH must 

keep members from leaving for the Mumahiddun or PDB. The ISF control and positive presence 

in the Shi‘a South help ensure violence remains under control. Despite the improving security 

environment, Shi‘a militant groups seek to rebuild their damaged networks and demonstrate their 

capabilities through low level residual violence, which will continue to change based on the AAH 

reconciliation process and the reposturing of U.S. forces.
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Improved rocket-assisted munitions (IRAM) attacks on U.S. bases in June and September 2009 

demonstrate the Shi‘a militants‘ capabilities and willingness to attack U.S. forces. The Al Basrah 

(ABOT) and Khor Al Amaya (KAAOT) Oil Terminal offshore oil platforms and their associated 

pipelines from the southern oil fields are the economic center of gravity for the GoI. The primary 

threat to the oil infrastructure is the Iranian Republican Guard Corps Navy (IRGCN) operating 

from Shahid Owlad. Iraqi, UK Royal, and U.S. Navy operations in Iraq territorial waters and on 

the platforms deter aggression by the IRGCN near the platforms and in the disputed waters 

adjacent to the Shatt Al Arab.
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This situation could change rapidly, however, if there are any outbreaks of sectarian 

strife, if the competing Shi‘ite factions turned to violence, if the Iraqi political process 

and national election fail, or if more effective political accommodation and governance 

does not take place after the 2010 election. Like the rest of Iraq, the Shi‘ites are in a 

―waiting mode,‖ and any analysis needs to take account of the fact that low, but 

significant levels of violence continue. 

Furthermore, recent reports show that that the ISF still find numerous caches of new 

weapons in the Shi‘ite South, and add to warnings that the South is still far from stable 
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and could relapse from relative peace into violence before elections this year.  Arms 

caches also present a broad security problem. Figure 3.4 shows the number of weapons 

caches held by all insurgent groups and militias found by security forces from January 

2004 to August 2009.   Although the number of discoveries has decreased since 2007, the 

ISF continues to find new stockpiles, indicating that the level of violence has not yet 

reached sustainable levels. 

The recent manufacture dates of many of these weapons also makes it seem likely that 

they were acquired after the crackdown against Shi‘ite militias ordered by Maliki in the 

first half of 2008 which reduced their influence in southern Iraq. The discoveries of 

handguns, sniper rifles, grenade launchers, silencers, automatic weapons, roadside bombs 

and explosives (many of which appear to have originated in Iran) suggest that the recent 

spike in bloodshed from bombings in Baghdad and northern Iraq could soon be mirrored 

in the South. 
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Figure 3.4. Weapons Caches Found by Coalition and Iraqi Forces:  January 3, 2005 – 

November 27, 2009 

 

Based on MNF-I J5 Assessments, SIGACTS III Database (Coalition and Iraqi Reports) as of November 27, 2009. 

Chart includes caches and explosive remnants of war. As a result of the June 30, 2009 withdrawal from cities, U.S 

forces must now rely on host nation reporting as the primary data source. Current charts now show a combination of 

Coalition and host nation reported data. The combination of these reports causes baseline numbers to increase, making 

it difficult to directly compare these charts with those presented in previous reporting. 

 

Source; Department of Defense, Measuring Stability and Security in Iraq, Report to Congress In accordance with the 

Department of Defense Supplemental Appropriations Act 2008 (Section 9204, Public Law 110-252), December 2009, 

p. 29. 
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The Role the US Can Play 

The US faces the same need to aid and advise the ISF in order to bring lasting security 

and stability to the Shi‘ite areas in the South as it does in dealing with the Arab-Kurdish-

minority issues in the North and in Sunni provinces in western and central Iraq. The US 

must make continued efforts that help develop political accommodation, strengthen the 

Iraqi security forces, and provide intelligence and special support capabilities. It should 

use targeted aid to support improvements in regional Shi‘ite governance, development, 

and rule of law where this can have a significant catalytic effect. 

The US also, however, must deal with the complex mix of Shi‘ite politics, threats, and 

development needs in different ways than it does in dealing with Arab-Kurdish and Sunni 

issues.  As is the case elsewhere in Iraq, there is a strong case for a regional presence if 

this is politically acceptable to the GoI and to Iraqis. The US could accomplish this goal 

by establishing a consulate in Basra, and setting up aid teams to replace the PRTs in other 

areas of the South. This should be part of a lasting outreach to all Shi‘ite factions – 

including the Sadrists and those tied to Iran – that extends well beyond US withdrawal by 

the end of 2011.  

Basra is the key city when it comes to issues of Shi‘ite politics and population centers, 

trade and petroleum exports, Iranian influence, and problems raised by Shi‘ite militias. 

The US does not have to trust Sadr to deal with Sadrists, many of which are far more 

interested in local development than confrontation. It also should never assume that 

because Iraqis have past ties to Iran, that they are loyal to Iran. Most of these exiles 

reached out to Iran more out of necessity than affection. 

Aid teams in a more central province like Najaf could provide a mix of carefully targeted 

aid and advisory efforts to replace the outgoing PRTs. Teams of specialized advisors 

could provide direct aid to the Iraqi security services. The consulate, in particular, could 

play a key role in giving the Iraqi government and ISF specialized intelligence and 

support in counterterrorism tailored to regional needs.  

Overall the United States should not allow reports of progress to overshadow need.  

Although improved, the security situation in Southern Iraq is still tentative and requires 

close monitoring to ensure that threats are detected early on dealt with effectively.  

Furthermore, Iraq‘s nascent local governing institutions still require aid and advice in 

their daily activities, and the United States should continue to help them in their efforts, 

as it should in all Iraqi provinces. 
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4. The Role of External Powers: Iraqi Attitudes toward 

Outside States and Companies  

Iraqis may have deep sectarian and ethnic fracture lines, but as previous polling data have 

indicated, most Iraqis want national unity. Iraq‘s Arabs have long been nationalistic since 

they rose up against Britain in the 1920s and won independence in 1932. Every regime 

since the fall of the monarchy in 1958 has reinforced such nationalism among Iraqi 

Arabs. The U.S.-led occupation of Iraq has had a mixed impact, but only the Kurds have 

shown persistent support for the invasion and U.S. presence, and this support may be 

waning.  

Pan-Arabism and anti-colonialism are also strong elements of Iraq‘s political heritage, 

along with fears of exploitation by foreign oil companies and businesses. Like the people 

of virtually every country in the Gulf, Iraqis have had only limited reason to trust foreign 

companies since the oil boom of the early 1970s. Some companies have worked well 

with Iraqis, but many have exploited contracts or made corrupt deals with Iraq‘s leaders 

that did nothing to help the Iraqi people.  

Iraq has also had little reason to trust its neighbors. For all of Iraq‘s pan-Arab rhetoric in 

the past, Iraq‘s relations with the southern Gulf States have been mixed at best. Iraq has 

had continuing problems in its relations with Syria as well. Only Jordan has supported 

Iraq in recent years, in spite of the bloody murder of much of the Hashemite royal family 

in 1958 (the Iraq branch). All Iraqis remember the long war with Iran from 1980 to 1988, 

and only a few exile groups seem willing to forget it. Relations with Turkey have been 

civil, but Turkey has repeatedly invaded Iraq since 1980 to conduct attacks on Turkish 

Kurdish rebels in the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK), who have established partial 

sanctuaries in Iraq‘s northern border area. 

Iraqi Nationalism and Attitudes toward Foreign States 

Public opinion polls confirm the fact that most Iraqis, and the vast majority of Iraqi 

Arabs, still reject any form of foreign presence or interference in their country‘s affairs. 

These polls have consistently shown that the Kurds have been the only group in Iraq that 

broadly welcomed the invasion and U.S. military presence since 2003.  

The results of ABC/BBC and other polls reinforce the following points: 

 There is no gratitude to the United States among most Iraqis: they want the United States out as 

soon as possible, and many fear that the United States will seek some form of covert control or 

that it already exercises it. The Iraqi central government recognizes its continued dependence on 

U.S. help, but is deeply divided over facts and how soon to push for U.S. withdrawal. In general, 

the political pressure for U.S. withdrawal has grown with time. It has eased recently within some 

elements of the Maliki government, however, because of the budget crisis, freeze on expanding 

Iraqi security forces, and recognition of Iraq‘s need for outside investment and help in developing 

its oil resources. This is not true, however, of the oil minister, most members of the Council of 

Representatives, or most Iraqi political parties.  

 Roughly similar attitudes apply to Britain, compounded by anti-colonial resentment. No Coalition 

country seems to have been popular at the national or local level, with the possible exception of 

Italy—whose limited role in training paramilitary forces has gotten considerable praise. Poland is 

particularly unpopular in the area where it operated. 
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 Non-coalition countries are seen as an important counterbalance to the United States and to 

threats and pressure from neighboring states. This is not the equivalent to liking or trust. They are 

viewed as opportunistic and seeking to gain whatever advantage they can at a time of Iraqi 

weakness. Nations like France, China, and Russia do, however, have the advantage that they were 

seen as helping Iraq during the Iran-Iraq War, opposed the U.S. invasion, do not support Israel, 

and are counterbalances to U.S. influence. 

 Iran is not popular but has ties to the Supreme Council, continues to have ties to elements in the 

Sadr and splinter militias, and has influence in a number of areas. Most Iraqis, including most 

Shi‗ites polled, do not support Iran or trust it. This mistrust has been compounded by Iran‘s 

support of a mix of rival Shi‗ite militias, occasional support of Sunni insurgent elements in the 

past, and current support for splinter groups in the Sadrist movement. Iran is also resented because 

it undersells Iraqi firms at both the industrial and market level and is seen as self-seeking and as 

investing to expand its own influence. Iran has won little support for its investments in Basra, 

Karbala, and Najaf, although it has a significant presence in these areas. So far, Iran‘s deals with 

Iraq have given it some leverage over the government, but have produced little gratitude.  

The Hakim (ISCI, or Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq) faction is seen as pro-Iranian (and 

probably is) but suffered significantly in the provincial elections for this reason. This does not 

mean that Iran does not have influence or that Shi‗ites would not turn to Iran if they had no choice. 

However, religious affinity does remain an issue. Iraqi and Iranian practices do differ, there is 

rivalry over shrines and seminaries, and Iraqi clerics generally reject the concept of the Supreme 

Leader—although Hakim and ISCI have sometimes accepted it. 

 Syria has some support from Ba„athists because of its tolerance for Sunnis supporting the Ba„ath 

and giving some sanctuary, but it also is seen as too close to Iran and ruled by a non-Sunni and 

suspect Alawite elite. 

 Turkey is seen as increasing its role in the Middle East, and both Arab Sunnis and Shi„ites see it 

as a counterbalance to Iraq‟s Kurds and one that forces the Kurds to limit their demands for 

independence and autonomy. At the same time, Turkey‘s investment in Iraqi Kurdish areas and 

efforts to split Iraq‘s PUK (Patriotic Union of Kurdistan) and KDP (Kurdistan Democratic Party) 

from the Turkish PKK have had some success. 

 Iran, Syria, and Turkey all reject Kurdish independence and want to see sharp limits to the 

autonomy and influence of Iraqi Kurds. 

The Role of Iran 

Two countries play a particularly critical role that affects both Iraqi security and stability 

and the U.S.-Iraqi strategic partnership: Iran and Syria. The previous chapters have 

already described many of the problems Iraq faces with Iran, and the U.S. State 

Department report on terrorism issued in April 2009 summarized these problems as 

follows:
 78

  

The Qods Force, an elite branch of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), is the regime‘s 

primary mechanism for cultivating and supporting terrorists abroad. The Qods Force provided aid 

in the form of weapons, training, and funding to HAMAS and other Palestinian terrorist groups, 

Lebanese Hizballah, Iraq-based militants, and Taliban fighters in Afghanistan.  

 

Despite its pledge to support the stabilization of Iraq, Iranian authorities continued to provide 

lethal support, including weapons, training, funding, and guidance, to Iraqi militant groups that 
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targeted Coalition and Iraqi forces and killed innocent Iraqi civilians. Iran‘s Qods Force continued 

to provide Iraqi militants with Iranian-produced advanced rockets, sniper rifles, automatic 

weapons, and mortars that have killed Iraqi and Coalition Forces as well as civilians. Tehran was 

responsible for some of the lethality of anti-Coalition attacks by providing militants with the 

capability to assemble improvised explosive devices (IEDs) with explosively formed projectiles 

(EFPs) that were specially designed to defeat armored vehicles. The Qods Force, in concert with 

Lebanese Hizballah, provided training both inside and outside of Iraq for Iraqi militants in the 

construction and use of sophisticated IED technology and other advanced weaponry.  

 

Iran remained unwilling to bring to justice senior al-Qa‗ida members it has detained, and has 

refused to publicly identify those senior members in its custody. Iran has repeatedly resisted 

numerous calls to transfer custody of its al-Qa‗ida detainees to their countries of origin or third 

countries for trial. 

The Department of Defense issued a somewhat less critical report on Iran‘s role in Iraq in 

January 2010, although it noted in other reporting that Iran continued to provide 

advanced IED components and aid Shi‘ite militia and extremist groups,  

Iran continues to attempt to exert influence in Iraq, although many senior Iraqi officials are 

privately pushing back on Iranian pressure and appear intent on limiting Iran‘s direct manipulation 

of Iraqi politics. Leveraging its strategic alliance with Syria and its strong economic and religious 

ties to the Iraqi Shi‘a population, Iran has intervened to moderate disputes between Iraq and Syria. 

In the weeks preceding the 2010 national elections, and the government formation period that 

follows, Iran will likely continue to attempt to use its economic, financial, and religious influence 

to shape Iraqi political alliances toward its own interests.
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Much like its neighbors, Iran will continue to pursue its own security interests in Iraq. 

However, Iran will approach such efforts encumbered by a litany of security fears borne 

out of the Iran-Iraq War. It will see Iraq as the one neighboring state that can be 

influenced to create a Shi‗ite-dominated regime, and perhaps one where at least some 

influential Iraqis can be pushed into acknowledging the status of Iran‘s Supreme Leader. 

This would not only suit the ideology of Iran‘s religious revolution but serve key Iranian 

security interests by giving it an Arab partner and a buffer against rival Arab states in the 

Gulf. It would also serve to counteract Sunni religious extremism, which challenges 

Shi‗ite religious legitimacy  

There is no practical prospect that Iranian security concerns and opportunism will change 

Iranian behavior in the foreseeable future. Iran will exploit every window of opportunity, 

internal division, and power vacuum that it can to gain influence in Iraq. Only Iraqi 

political accommodation, unity in dealing with Iran, and strong Iraqi security forces can 

change this situation. Moreover, tacit U.S. security guarantees will be vital until the ISF 

grows strong enough to deter any Iranian effort to exploit Iraq‘s current military 

weakness.  
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The Role of Syria 

As is the case with Iran, the previous chapters have already described many of the 

problems Iraq faces with Syria. The State Department report on terrorism summarized 

these problems as follows:
80

 

Throughout the year, Syria continued to strengthen ties with fellow state sponsor of terrorism, 

Iran. Syria‗s Minister of Defense visited Tehran in May and initiated a Memorandum of 

Understanding on defense cooperation. Syria also allowed leaders of HAMAS and other 

Palestinian groups to visit Tehran. President Asad repaid a 2007 visit to Damascus by Iranian 

President Ahmadinejad with a visit of his own to Tehran in early August, his third visit since 

2005. Asad continued to be a staunch defender of Iran's policies, including Iran's "civil" nuclear 

ambitions. 

 

Syria increased border monitoring activities, instituted tighter screening practices on military-age 

Arab males entering its borders, hosted two Border Security Working Group meetings with 

technical experts from the Iraqi Neighbors group, and expressed a desire to increase security 

cooperation with Iraq. At the same time, Syria remained a key hub for foreign fighters en route to 

Iraq.  

 

The USG designated several Iraqis residing in Syria along with several Iraqi-owned entities, 

including Mishan Al-Jaburi and his satellite television channel Al-Ra‗y, under Executive Order 

1348 for providing financial, material, and technical support for acts of violence that threatened 

the peace and stability of Iraq. The United States also designated known foreign fighter facilitators 

based in Syria, including members of the Abu Ghadiyah network, which orchestrated the flow of 

terrorists, weapons, and money from Syria to al-Qa‗ida in Iraq, under Executive Order 13224. 

 

Despite acknowledged reductions in foreign fighter flows, the scope and impact of the problem 

remained significant. Syria continued to allow former Iraqi regime elements to operate in the 

country. Attacks against Coalition Forces and Iraqi citizens continued to have a destabilizing 

effect on Iraq's internal security. Though Syrian and Iraqi leaders met throughout the year both 

publicly and privately to discuss border enhancements and other measures needed to combat 

foreign fighter flows, there were few tangible results. While Syria has taken some positive steps, 

the Syrian government could do more to interdict known terrorist networks and foreign fighter 

facilitators operating within its borders. 

 

Syria remained a source of concern regarding terrorist financing. The Commercial Bank of Syria 

remained subject to U.S. sanctions. Industry experts reported that 70 percent of all business 

transactions were conducted in cash and that nearly 90 percent of all Syrians did not use formal 

banking services. Despite Syrian governmental legislation requiring money-changers to be 

licensed by the end of 2007, many money-changers continued to operate illegally in Syria‗s vast 

black market, estimated to be as large as Syria‗s formal economy. Regional "hawala" networks 

remained intertwined with smuggling and trade-based money laundering, facilitated by 

notoriously corrupt customs and immigration officials, raising significant concerns that Syrian 

government and business elites are, at the very least, complicit in illicit financing schemes. 

In spite of continued Iraqi-Syrian negotiations, relations with Syria grew tenser in 2009. 

In September the GoI broadcast the confession of a man claiming to have organized a 

large bombing in Baghdad at the behest of Syrian operatives. Maliki has frequently 
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accused Syria of being a haven for Ba‗athists, and for providing a major transit route for 

insurgents into Iraq. In early September Iraq sent thousands of extra police officers to the 

Syrian border to prevent continued infiltration of these insurgents into Iraq.
81

  

The Department of Defense summarized the situation as follows in January 2010, 

The bombings of August 19, 2009 and Iraq‘s subsequent public declaration of Syrian complicity 

have complicated relations between Syria and Iraq and led to both nations recalling their 

ambassadors. Despite Iraq‘s appeal to the United Nations for an independent investigation into the 

bombings, Iraq continues to engage along other avenues to resolve contentious Syrian-Iraqi 

relations. Turkey hosted three meetings between Iraq, Syria, and an Arab League delegation to 

discuss resolution of political differences between Iraq and Syria. Reduced public rhetoric and 

fewer negative media stories have helped reduce tensions, and it appears that the GoI‘s stance 

toward Syria has softened since the October 25, 2009, bombings.
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Most U.S. experts believe that Maliki‘s charges are exaggerated, but that Syria will 

continue to play its own game in Iraq as long as the country is politically divided. There 

is a minor irony in the fact that Syria and Iran have a de facto alliance in dealing with 

Lebanon and Israel, but Syria‗s Alawite-dominated regime backs Sunni extremist 

movement and neo-Ba‗athists in Iraq while Iran supports Iraqi Shi‘ites. At the same time, 

Alawites are not in any sense Shi‗ites—regardless of recent cosmetic claims to the 

contrary. Ba‗athist heritage and Pan Arabism are all factors that will likely keep Syria 

involved in Iraq until Iraq is strong enough to resist. 

Other Arab States 

There is little evidence that any other Arab state is playing an active role in Iraq— 

although substantial amounts of private Arab money does seem to be flowing to Sunni 

parties and sometimes to groups like AQI. It is obvious, however, that states like Egypt, 

Jordan, and Saudi Arabia want Iraq to keep its Arab identity and will not fully accept an 

Iraq that is Shi‗ite-dominated at the expense of Iraq‘s Sunnis. This limits their current 

willingness to deal with Iraq and to compromise on issues like debt and reparations.  

The Department of Defense summarized the attitudes of Kuwait and Saudi Artabia as 

follows in its January 2010 report, 

Kuwait and Iraq continue to discuss Iraqi debt payments pursuant to United Nations Security 

Council Resolution 687, but the issue remains unresolved. However, following the September 

2009 meeting of the UNGA, Kuwait announced that it would consider re-investing any Iraqi debt 

payments in the Iraqi economy, as suggested by the UN Secretary General. Kuwait and Iraq have 

made progress on the important and sensitive issue of finding and returning the remains of 

Kuwaitis missing since the First Gulf War, but other issues remain to be resolved in regard to the 

recognition and practical administration of land and maritime borders, and finding and returning 

Kuwait‘s National Archives.
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This...period has seen little improvement in Iraq-Saudi Arabia bilateral relations. Although Iraq 

has named and presented an ambassador to Saudi Arabia, Saudi Arabia still has not reciprocated 

by naming an ambassador to Iraq. Several obstacles are responsible for stalled relations between 
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the two countries, and it is unlikely there will be change in the near future. Most prominent in the 

disagreements are the assessments about the regional threat that Iran poses and PM Maliki‘s 

suspicions of Saudi Arabia funding political parties ahead of the 2010 elections.
 84

 

Much depends on the outcome of the election and those states‘ confidence that the United 

States will help Iraq resist any Iranian pressure. The situation could also change radically 

if Sunnis and Shi‗ites went back to any form of armed struggle—particularly after U.S. 

forces have left. It seems probable that this would trigger at least covert foreign 

intervention on the behalf of Iraq‘s Sunnis and possibly a significant increase in tensions 

with both the Iraqi government and Iran. 

Turkey  

Turkey too has its own game to play in Iraq, and the rules are simple. It will accept a high 

degree of Kurdish autonomy and invest and trade with the KRG and the rest of Iraq. So 

far this has led Turkey to play a highly positive role in both the KRG and other parts of 

Iraq since late 2008. The Department of Defense made the following analysis in early 

2010, 

Relations between Turkey and Iraq are positive, though some contentious issues remain between 

the two nations. Iraq has appealed to Turkey to increase the flow of water to Iraq along the Tigris 

and Euphrates Rivers. Turkey routinely maintains that the amount of water that reaches Iraq from 

Turkey exceeds amount Turkey is obligated to provide. The Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan in 

October agreed to consider increasing the flow.
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On October 15, 2009, during a Prime Ministerial meeting in Baghdad, Turkey and Iraq signed 48 

memoranda of understanding covering areas of cooperation, which included trade, interior affairs, 

and counter-terrorism. Later in October 2009, the Turkish Foreign Minister officially inaugurated 

the Turkish consulates general in Mosul and Basrah.
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Also at the forefront of Turkish-Iraqi issues are the improved relations between Turkey and the 

KRG. Recently, KRG leadership denounced the anti-Turkish terrorist group Kongra Gel‘s (KGK) 

violence and encouraged them to disarm. Turkey has increased its diplomatic outreach to the 

KRG, exemplified by the Turkish Foreign Minister‘s late October 2009 visit to Irbil. Ankara and 

Irbil have also emphasized their shared economic interests in trade, tying the two closer together.
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Turkey will not accept Kurdish independence or a Kurdish regional government that 

tolerates PKK operations on its soil against Turkey. If Iraqi Kurds do not follow these 

rules, Turkey is likely to use military force.  

The Iraqi Kurdish axiom that the ―Kurds have no friends‖ also extends to Iran and Syria, 

and Kurdish realism in accepting this fact is critical. So is that of the United States. The 

United States has legitimate concerns about Kurdish human rights, but it also has every 

strategic interest in resisting Kurdish territorial ambitions that block Iraqi political 

accommodation. It has no strategic interest in supporting Kurdish independence, and 

every reason to openly separate itself from Iraq‘s Kurds if they make the mistake of 

pursing it. 
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Foreign Companies versus Foreign Countries 

Iraqis distrust foreign companies as well as foreign countries. They have little faith and 

show little trust in companies involved in any aspect of economic or humanitarian aid, 

and view them as largely corrupt and ineffective. This is a reasonably accurate 

assessment of the overall situation. The private companies operating in Iraqi since 2003 

have had a dismal record of corruption, waste, and failure. As multiple reports by the 

Special Inspector General for Iraqi Reconstruction have made clear, not one foreign 

company has won, or remotely deserved, Iraqi support and respect. 

A majority of Iraqis likely still favor state industries and Iraqi state control. They also 

remember that efforts to get European support for Iraqi state and private key projects in 

the past did little more than produce major European profits for projects that failed to 

help Iraqi civilians. Prime Minister Maliki, the finance minister, and many Iraqis who 

have been educated and have worked in the West have different views, but these elites 

are the exception.  

Establishing a successful corporate presence in Iraq is going to take innovation, not 

imitation. 

The Role the United States Can Play 

The United States will need several years to change its image from occupier to strategic 

partner. Other chapters suggest a wide range of options for such activity, but above all 

else the United States needs to consistently demonstrate to Iraq that it sees Iraqi security 

as a major goal in all of its regional diplomatic activities. It needs to be ready to assist 

Iraq in ensuring that it is not pressured or threatened by Iran or Syria. It also needs to 

work with Turkey and the states of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) to develop 

regional partnerships with U.S. friends and allies.  

In the process, the United States must have no illusions. Neither its war nor its occupation 

have been broadly popular or inspired any functional degree of gratitude. Iraqis still 

deeply distrust the United States at every level, so the U.S. government must be 

extremely careful to make it clear that its goal is not to create a client state, but a strong 

and independent Iraq whose very independence and security are the best possible 

guarantee of both Iraqi and regional security and stability. U.S. diplomacy must let the 

GoI take the lead in all regional issues directly affecting Iraq. It may propose, but it must 

not impose. 

The United States must walk an equally fine line in assisting U.S. industry and 

encouraging U.S. private investment and partnerships, As is suggested in other chapters, 

one key goal is to focus on helping Iraq revitalize and expand its petroleum sector so it 

can use the revenues to achieve internal stability and economic development. However, 

the United States needs to embark on a much broader effort to bring U.S. industry 

together with both the Iraqi private sector and Iraq‘s state-owned enterprises. 

It will be critical that the United States does not impose its own economic models on 

Iraq, or try to sell U.S. industry in ways that appear ―neo-colonial‖ or that favor U.S. 
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companies at the expense of the Iraqi people. That kind of deal may help a few 

companies or temporarily serve some policy interest, but it will deprive the United States 

of credibility, and inevitably exacerbate Iraqi anger against the United States and 

exacerbate fears of foreign investment. 

The U.S. government will be far better off if it provides commercial services and advice 

that help U.S. companies to establish contacts with Iraqi enterprises and government 

agencies, understand Iraqi conditions, and make their own deals. At the same time, the 

United States should seriously consider an aid program that will help Iraqi officials 

receive training in venture analysis and international business—both in Iraq and in the 

United States. It should help Iraqis to understand what their economy needs to be 

globally competitive and how to do business in the United States and obtain foreign 

investment. It should also provide the Iraqi government with objective advice on 

investment laws, bidding proposals, tax laws, land laws, and security. Finally, the United 

States should encourage Iraq to meet all the conditions set for membership in the WTO, a 

policy that has had some success in other Gulf States. 

 

 

 


